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“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.”
Albert Einstein
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Dear Friends:

 Welcome to a Master Plan for the Fort Worth 
Nature Center and Refuge.  The Parks and Commu-
nity Services Department in collaboration with com-
munity stakeholders, has established guidelines and 
plans for improving the visitor's experience while 
preserving the natural environment for generations of 
future visitors.
  I would like to thank all of our citizens, sup-
port groups and staff for the effort required to gener-
ate and assemble this plan.  The vigilance and enthu-
siasm displayed in community meetings and through-
out the course of this work reassures the entire com-
munity of the lasting value that can be derived from 
enhancing and preserving this valuable community 
resource.
 Based on the recommendations included in 
the plan we anticipate working diligently with the 
community over the coming years to raise private 
funds and implement this vision. It is our hope 
and desire that when the next generation uses the 
Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge that they will 
acknowledge the efforts of the planners and imple-
menters of this plan and continue that effort well into 
the future. This is really just the beginning of a new 
era at the Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge and 
we encourage all participants to work alongside us to 
implement this Plan.

Sincerely,

Richard Zavala
Director Parks and Community Services Department
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             The Fort Worth Nature Center 

and Refuge comprises over one-third of all the park system in Fort Worth, and at 3,621 acres, 

it is one of the largest nature centers in the United States.  Located on the edge of the city 

limits, constant urban growth challenges its mission of preserving and restoring natural areas 

for alternative forms of nature based recreation.  While development threatens the boundaries 

of the site, offered within are a wide range of ecosystems, from the very disturbed to an almost 

pristine state.  In order to balance the desire for preservation with the demand of urban sprawl, 

the City recognizes 

the need to protect 

this valuable com-

munity resource, 

and has under-

taken the task of 

commissioning a 

new master plan 

for the site.  This 

master plan will 

serve as the guide 

for all future 

development, land management, and programming at the Fort Worth Nature Center & 

Refuge.  The goal of this endeavor is to provide a plan that will accommodate future expan-

sion, and allow more people to experience the value of the Nature Center, while preserving 

“wild” areas to maintain the integrity of the land.  It is a plan that maps future changes and 

acknowledges adjacent and internal development patterns, partnerships, organizational struc-

tures, funding, and programs.  The mission of the plan is to establish a signature heritage that 

reflects not only the regional character of Fort Worth and North Central Texas, but communi-

cates Fort Worth’s community values of preserving natural open space for future generations.
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1914 Lake Worth created

1932 Eagle 
Mountain Lake 

created

1933 CCC established 1963 Greer Island Refuge & 
Nature Center established

1964-1967 Managed by the Natural 
Science & History Museum

In order to fully understand the evolution of 
the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge (FWNC&R), 
one must first acknowledge its history.  The founda-
tion for the formation of the nature center site began 
with the creation of the local lakes.  Lake Worth, cre-
ated in 1914 by the City, established the original land 
ownership that designates the current boundaries of 
the site today.  Over 2,779 acres were acquired by the 
city in order to create the lake.  Lake Worth, being 
the first man-made lake in the state of Texas, initi-
ated the public recreation movement in the Lone Star 
state.  Remaining land was then leased out with long-
term leases and marketed for recreational use.  Soon 
thereafter in 1932, the adjacent Eagle Mountain lake 
was formed and the combination of these provided 
numerous recreational amenities to the surrounding 
community.  Historic photographs of the area reflect 
recreational activities such as sail boating, swim-
ming, and picnicking on native sites that were virtu-
ally untouched by surrounding development.
 The 1920’s and 30’s brought about a new era 
for park and recreation development in Fort Worth.  

The city population had grown from 106,482 in 1920 
to 163,227 in 1930 with estimates to keep rising 
(population was 4,000 in 1873).  Acquisition for park 
land was up to 4,503 acres (2,779 for Lake Worth 
alone) and the annual operating budget for parks 
and recreation was around $232,000 per year.  The 
establishment of President FDR’s Civilian Conser-
vation Corps (CCC) in 1933 brought about the con-
struction of numerous facilities within public parks, 
many of which are still in existence today.  Projects 
constructed in the Lake Worth area included the 
Broadview Shelter and the Lone Point Shelter; both 
completed in 1935.  Several other projects in the 
area included tree and shrub plantings, new roads 
and bridges, site clearing, seeding, and even fighting 
forest fires, which totaled $491,560 dollars of work 
performed by the CCC (company 1816) at the end 
of 1937.  At this time in the late 1930’s, the nature 
center did not exist.  The area was labeled state park 
#31 and was later given back to the city by the Fed-
eral Government.  

Today, there is still much speculation about 
the history of the land up until 1963 at the nature 
center’s inception.  Much of the area that now com-
prises the Nature Center was leased for ranching, 
farming, and sand and gravel mining.  One small 
25 acre parcel was never purchased by the City but 
remained in private ownership as a retreat facility 
for a local meat packing company.  The company 
eventually sold the property to a private family and 
it remains today as an in holding within the Refuge 
boundaries.  An additional internal use included a 
police department qualifying facility in operation 
from the 40’s to 80’s.  The casino beach area, several 

gun clubs, and a fish hatchery were surrounding uses 
at the time.

 The 1960’s brought about additional oppor-
tunities of access to public lands.  It has often been 
termed the “Golden Age of Nature Centers”.  The 
original site of the nature center began with sug-
gestions from the Audubon Society for land desig-
nated for birding and natural history education.  After 
numerous requests to the park department by the 
group, in 1963 the City set aside 368 acres for the 
“Greer Island Refuge & Nature Center”.  A parking 
lot was constructed on the island and several period 
photos indicate school buses actually parked on the 
island for student tours through nature.  Starting in 
1964, the Nature Center programming was provided 
by the Fort Worth Children’s Museum (now the 
Fort Worth Museum of Science and History) for the 
first few years of its existence until 1967, when the 
city hired someone to direct programs and security.  
Due to programming success, as leases came up for 
renewal, the property was turned over to the Nature 
Center for management.  This allowed the original 
368-acre designation to expand to 3,300.
 Acquisition of additional funding through 
grants allowed construction of the Hardwicke Inter-
pretive Center in 1972.  Around this same time, the 
buffalo and prairie dogs were introduced on the site.    
There were no documented plans for future expan-
sion or programs.  So, in 1972, a partial grant from 
the Sid Richardson Foundation and the Junior League 
funded a new master plan by the Audubon Nature 
Center Planning Commission based out of New York 
City.  The Audubon Society had a “template” for 
typical nature centers that they were recommending.  

1935 Broadview & 
Lone Point Shelters 
constructed by CCC

Historic CCC Picnic area

Fish Hatchery

Lake Worth Beach site

Historic Levee
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1972 The Hardwicke 
Interpretive Center 

was constructed

1974 The FRIENDS were 
established as a

non-profit volunteer 
organization

1987 A push for a new 
Master Plan began

1993 Fishing was 
banned, development 
along Jacksboro Hwy 

began to encroach

1992 MAP I (Museum 
Assessment Program) conducted

1995 MAP II 
conducted

1996 New Five 
Year Strategic 
Plan Published

2003 New 
Master Plan

The basic fundamentals of their recommendations 
still hold true in many ways:  that the city should 
safeguard the natural integrity of the area with wise 
consideration to human involvement, there should be 
expansion of outdoor education and interpretation, 
the Nature Center should have full and complete con-
trol over the property, and finally that all future activ-
ities be compatible with the resource.  Several addi-
tional recommendations made in their report were 
implemented including:  the altering of the name to 
Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge (FWNC&R), 
declaring it a permanent urban green space, the vis-
iting of several prototype facilities in existence, and 
limiting the types of recreation.  (Other recommenda-
tions from the 1972 study still in progress or yet to be 
achieved include: marking all existing boundary lines 

and implementation of a new expanded interpretive 
complex.)  In 1974, the Friends were established as a 
non-profit volunteer organization.  For the next 10-15 
years, they acted as a large “volunteer guild”, but sig-
nificant funds were not consistently coming in the 
door.  

Due to the unique mission of the Nature 
Center there have been differing views on the most 
appropriate management of the resource and the 
human carrying capacity of the site.  For years, dif-
ferent directors of the nature center maintained the 
“leave it alone” mentality.  Starting in 1985, vege-
tation inventories, birding lists, and many other sci-
entific databases were strengthened, but no active 
development took place.  In 1987, a push for a new 
master plan began.  By this time, the direction of 
the nature center was unclear.  There were problems 
with vandalism and poaching, which brought about 
the closing of several of the parking lots.  This in turn 

caused complaints from the community bird watch-
ers.  Fishing was banned in 1993, businesses along 
Jacksboro Highway began to change in character, and 
with very little increase to the operating budgets, the 
maintenance of the facility began to suffer.  The gen-
eral message to the public was that the nature center 
could not continue to maintain its size without taking 
a different direction.  

Over the next few years, the Nature Center 
underwent a series of assessments including a MAP I 
(Museum Assessment Program) in 1992 which eval-
uated the entire operation compared to national stan-
dards.  In 1995, the Institute of Museum Services 
conducted a MAP II (collections) study to evaluate 
artifacts, exhibits, and natural habitats.  Recommen-
dations from all of these studies reinforced the pre-
vious concepts which called for preservation, educa-
tion, and funding.  Later that same year, a strategic 
planning team was formed, and a draft was written.  
In 1996 a new five year strategic plan was adopted 

by the City Council, and by 1997, a Nature Center 
study team was formed to make recommendations 
regarding programs and projects.  The plan process 

1972 Master Plan by the 
Audubon Nature Center 
Planning Commission

1998 MAP III 
conducted

involved park visitors, community leaders, local citi-
zen groups, the Friends, academics, staff and other 
professionals in the field.  It began to define the direc-
tion and focus for the Nature Center and is consid-
ered an outline for action.  Through the formulation 
of the mission and core values, a balance between 
use and preservation is established.  Specific objec-
tives along with tactics and strategies were identified.  
In 1998 a Map III study was completed to assess 
the Nature Center and existing conditions. This map 
study continued to further support the recommenda-
tions of the study team, which included the need for 
a new master plan.

The master site development plan is one of 
the final stages to establish the future vision of the 
Nature Center.  The consultant team for this plan ini-
tiated their process in September of 2001.

Roaming Bison

1935 CCC structure at Broadview

Water’s edge at the FWNC&R

1935 CCC structure at Lone Point

Aerial view of Hardwicke Center
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“Land management, preservation, public access - it’s a delicate balance.”
Wayne Clark, Director of the FWNC&R
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Hydrology

A significant priority in synthesizing a master 
plan is to provide a clear understanding of three 
things: 1) what resources are present? 2) what is the 
condition of these resources? 3) how can the system 
provide a framework for the plan?  A healthy Nature 
Center is a seed bank for future generations, provid-
ing both native vegetation and resources for wildlife 
populations.  The value of these resources is difficult 
at best to estimate.  When the opportunity to preserve 
is lost, it may take years if not generations to restore 
those natural resources to a version of earlier con-
ditions.  Preservation and conservation of this eco-
system is preferred over restoration.  To achieve the 
understanding of existing resources noted above, it 
is helpful to view the Nature Center as possessing 
a chain of essential characteristics, with each link 
influencing the next link in the chain.

All of the resource links described below can 
be traced back to a single overarching factor that is, 
literally and figuratively, the “bedrock” for everything 
else that follows in the resource chain.  This great 

overarching factor is geology, from which all other 
conditions and characteristics of the Nature Center 
derive.  This unique geology influences hydrology, 
topography, and soils.  These three factors, in turn, 
affect the biomass (total living things) within the pre-
serve.  The geology of the Nature Center is exposed 
at the surface as limestone caprock at the highest 
elevations (forming an escarpment-like community), 
and as sandstone.

Although the hydrology of the area is condi-
tioned by other factors such as climate and human 
intervention, the way water moves across the land-
scape or is held within the land is greatly affected by 
underlying geology.  From a hydrologic standpoint, 
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) 
flood insurance rate maps indicate 50% of the Nature 
Center lies within the 100-year floodplain.  The 
watershed encompassing the Nature Center includes 
the West Fork of the Trinity River, Forked-Tailed 
Creek, Cottonwood Creek, Lake Worth, and Eagle Aerial photo of FWNC&R 
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Topography

Mountain Lake.  This watershed, and in particular the 
West Fork, filters stormwater runoff and can buffer 
the effects of urban development, with some limi-
tations.  Protection of this watershed is thus a criti-
cal preservation/conservation element for the Nature 
Center.  These drainages demonstrate rare and excep-
tional aquatic conditions within Fort Worth and Tar-
rant County.  The presence of riverine (river), lacus-
trine (lake), and palustrine (emergent wetlands) sys-
tems, are unique because of the extent and diversity 
of these systems within the Nature Center.  These 
aquatic communities include the river, its tributaries, 
seasonally ponded areas, jurisdictional wetlands, a 
lake regime (both limnetic and littoral), and flooded 
bottomland forests.  Unique also is the fact that they 

have evolved as hydrologically connected elements.  
The project area includes natural springs and ground-
water seepages.  Two in particular, Fund Springs and 
Williams Springs are located near the southeastern 
limits of the existing Nature Center.  Due to ground-
water and hydrologic characteristics, aquatic and ter-
restrial resources are diverse.  A scene is set for an 
almost ideal aquatic laboratory.  An effort should 
be made to describe these regionally limited natural 
resources and buffer the edges from the effects of 
erosion and ground disturbing activities.

The different layers of rock in the area, and 
their different rates of weathering, create topographic 
variation within the Nature Center.  From a topo-
graphic perspective, the Center has four natural high 
points or promontories.  These include the Lone Point 
(CCC picnic) site, the Hardwicke Center, the former 
YWCA site, and a point near the north end adjacent 
to the West Fork of the Trinity River.  From these 
vantage points, a person can see most of the 3621.75 
acres comprising the Nature Center, along with por-
tions of downtown Fort Worth.  Additionally, there 
is a ridge running along the boundary of the Nature 
Center that serves to protect the view shed from 
within, so that surrounding urbanization has lower 
visual and auditory impacts when one is inside the 
Center.  In addition, topography affects types of veg-
etation and wildlife use, as well as creating opportu-
nities for human use, both in the past and today.

The geologic variation in the area of the 
Nature Center creates the opportunity for many types 
of soil to develop.  Within Tarrant County (898 square 

Scale: NTS.
N

Rock outcroppings

Geology/ Soils
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Vegetation

miles), there are eight different soil associations; por-
tions of all eight occur within the Nature Center.  This 
is a very rare situation, occurring only in one other 
small portion of the county that has already been 
disturbed by previous development.  In other words, 
the Nature Center comprises only a small fraction 
of Tarrant County, but encompasses all these soils 
and associated vegetation and wildlife.  Examples of 
this are the sandy soils derived from the sandstone, 
that give rise to oak savannahs, and the river clays 
and silts formed on floodplains and near the water’s 
edge.

Scale: NTS.
N

Trail at the Nature Center Foliage at the Nature Center

The specific characteristics of soils affect the 
vegetation that exists in the preserve.  As the geol-
ogy is eroded, soils form and vegetation patterns 
develop; importantly, wildlife can then exploit these 
evolving niches within this ecosystem.  The three 
significant vegetational communities at the Nature 
Center include, The Grand Prairie (open expanse of 
tall grasses), the Cross-Timbers (belts of oak forest 
mixed with prairie grasses), and the Trinity bottom-
land (forests of elm; ash, oak; pecan, box elder, and 
willow).  A particularly important feature is Todd 
Island, seasonally isolated by floodwaters and con-
taining one of the oldest undisturbed areas at the 
Nature Center.  Previous studies indicate that the 
existing Post Oak forest on Todd Island dates to 
approximately 1736, a highly unique and special 
woodland.  It is considered part of the old growth 
Western Cross-Timbers forest, with sandy soils and 
large trees.

In contrast with the relatively untouched for-
ests of Todd Island, portions of the Nature Center 
include non-native and invasive species of numerous 
grasses, thistles, burs, spurges, and nettles.  These are 
prime areas for restoration efforts.  Proven methods 
of restoration in selected areas should include pre-

scribed burning and reseeding.  Also existing within 
the Nature Center are native species like Indian grass, 
switchgrass, yucca, purple coneflower, Indian blan-
ket, little bluestem, big bluestem, silver bluestem, 
sideoats grama, verbena, sumac, rough-leafed dog-
wood, and buffalograss, which are known to respond 
well to controlled burning.  The Botanical Research 
Institute of Texas (BRIT), in Fort Worth, has collected 
botanical specimens at the Nature Center but addi-
tional survey work is recommended at this unique 
outdoor laboratory.  This existing ecosystem and its 
vegetational communities should be carefully delin-
eated and catalogued.
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Wildlife
The wildlife community of the Nature Center 

is dependent upon the character of the vegetation 
present, which, as we have seen, is dependent in turn 
upon soils, water, and underlying rock.  Studies of 
the existing wildlife composition here describe spe-
cies common in North Texas prior to European settle-
ment.  Habitat is comprised of several interdependent 
components including vegetation, water, soil, slope, 
size, and distribution.  Simply put, diversity of habitat 
and wildlife is greater where these resources overlap.  
Wildlife species composition is dependent upon hab-
itat, which is influenced by vegetation cover.  Nearly 
all of the wildlife species present when Europeans 

first arrived are still known to occur at the Nature 
Center, excluding black bear and gray wolf.  This 
includes mountain lion, fox, coyote, bobcat, mink, 
river otter, ringtail cat, and raccoon, all of which 
are carnivores.  A large inventory of migratory and 
resident bird species has been recorded, making the 
Nature Center an ideal site for bird watching.  Mam-
mals, reptiles, amphibians, arachnids, and insects are 
diverse and abundant.  An American Bison herd, cor-
ralled within 55 acres of the Nature Center coexists 
with the prairie dog village.  Invasive or “problem” 
species include feral hogs that exploit the northern 
half of the project area, including Todd Island.  Other 
negative impacts include the domestic pets (cat/dog) 
from adjacent developments that roam freely over the 

Nature Center, damaging populations of ground nest-
ing birds and mammals.

This chain of resources at the Nature Center 
is not truly linear.  The “chain” of characteristics 
described here, along with others, creates what is 
really a network of interlocking links, all affected by, 
and affecting, the others.  Thus, the local biosphere 
offers an opportunity to understand a much bigger, 
more complex, and valuable picture of the natural 
world within Tarrant County and north-central Texas.  
The ecological history of the Nature Center can be 
interpreted from tree rings, geology, drainage pat-
terns, species diversity, and historic literature.  A sig-
nificant effort should be made to make this informa-
tion available to the different patrons of the Nature 
Center and foster research and education.  

Unlike several states where large tracts of 
public land are designated as a refuge to wildlife, 
97% of all the land in Texas is privately owned.  The 
Nature Center is a relatively large tract of undevel-
oped public land containing rare resources, and pro-
viding a relatively rare chance to maintain a natural 
area for public use and ongoing gathering of scien-
tific information.  Fort Worth and North Texas have 

Scale: NTS.
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Prairie Dog

Deer living within the Bison Range
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Cultural Resources

Scale: NTS.
N

Broadview CCC Structure Existing chimney at YWCA campsite

no similar resource, of this size, so close to our urban 
centers.  To assure that this valuable opportunity is 
not lost, there is a need for a strong master plan to 
guide potential use and development.  Various tools 
are available to conserve, appreciate, and protect the 
integrity of the Nature Center’s resources.  These 
conservation mechanisms may include conservation/
watershed easements, strong development guidelines, 
and protective covenants.  

The value of the nature center is increased 
when one adds the historical timeline of human 
presence on the land.  There is a clear pattern of 
cultural changes that occurred over time on the 
site, which should be researched, documented, and 
interpreted.  Numerous hand-dug wells and historic 
homestead pads are scattered across the site indicat-
ing places of high human activity.  The land forma-
tion itself lends well to human settlement.  With its 
diversity of wildlife combined with its high lookout 
points and low creek beds, one can envision the 
early nomads utilizing both to their advantage for 
hunting for food and then making camp along the 
banks of the river.  Later technology brought along 
agricultural cultivation of the land.  No longer on 
the move, man began to settle in high places with 
close proximity to water for feeding of livestock and 
irrigation of crops.  It is this pattern of progress 
that gives us cultural maps where one can begin to 
calculate the probability of additional artifact loca-
tions.

The Tarrant County Archeological Society 
of Fort Worth is currently in the process of catalog-
ing over 10,000 artifacts that have been collected 
from the nature center site.  This collection should 
be housed at the nature center for people to study 
and interpret.  Although none of these items holds 
any high financial value, the bits and shards of pot-

tery among other tools begin to explain the story of 
how humans have always used the land.

Collection of artifacts is now prohibited on 
the site due to the need for preservation of the land.  
However, in the future, these areas of high probabil-
ity should be prioritized and utilized for archeologi-
cal studies and sample digs where the researchers can 
interact with the visitor who can be educated about 
the value of historical research.



Committee tour of the Nature Center for potential Visitor Center sites.
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Canyon Ridge Trail

The first step in the master plan process iden-
tified several important priorities.  The critical issues 
to be addressed included generation of public sup-
port, educating the community about the importance 
of conservation and preservation, addressing habitat 
loss or fragmentation along with restoration methods, 
balancing public use within a natural environment 
and recognition that there is a lack of adequate fund-
ing and overextended staff.  In addition a network 
of surrounding factors such as watershed protection, 
incompatible zoning, and development encroachment 
heightened the need for a new plan.  The City solic-
ited the professional services of a consultant team to 
study these issues and begin this process.

The City selected a team approach for the 
master plan.  The team, led by the landscape archi-
tecture and planning firm, MESA Design Group of 
Dallas included: The Portico Group out of Seattle 
whose experience specializes in interpretive planning 
for zoos, nature centers, and arboretums worldwide; 
The Lopez Garcia Group, based in both Dallas and 
Fort Worth provided research on the natural resources 
of the site and for environmental engineering; and 
Dean Runyan Associates of Portland was the eco-
nomic analyst who provided economic comparisons 
of similar facilities.  

Upon selection of the consultant team, the 
Mayor appointed a steering committee made up of 
Fort Worth citizens to guide the planning process.  In 
addition to this group, several members from the park 
board and other affiliated organizations were asked to 
sit in on the meetings to provide input from various 
facility perspectives.  A series of meetings with the 
group reviewed all of the research, so that together, 
the team could analyze the facts in order to guide 
the direction of the plan.  Additional visits to the 
site, neighborhood meetings, and public presenta-
tions rounded out the process. 

Throughout the development of the plan, 
many conditions were studied to determine the best 

course of action for the FWNC&R.  These include 
the following:

The appeal for environmental education, rec-
reation and outdoor activities extends across demo-
graphic groups and geographic regions, and can be 
expected to grow for the foreseeable future.  Nature 
centers appeal, in particular, to the young and to 
young families as dynamic, educational settings that 
are broadly accessible and understandable.  Many 
facilities of this type are frequently visited by orga-
nized school groups, and some specialize in more 
detailed educational and research programs for more 
advanced participants.  Many even offer overnight 
or multi-day educational activities.  But, nature cen-
ters and refuges also appeal to those who are older – 
in particular empty nest and retirement age groups 
– who are more likely to seek tranquil, visually 
appealing and perhaps educational settings.  This 
demographic segment is growing steadily in North 
America and elsewhere in the world, and represents 
an important market for existing and new natural 
resources facilities.

Based on these trends, the market analysis study 
focused on two visitor groups:  

a) Residents of relatively nearby areas who rep-
resent a local market, and

b) Those who live further away and who will 
come to the Center as day or overnight visi-
tors (“tourists”) in the area.

Primary factors affecting attendance

The attendance of nature centers by these groups, is 
influenced to a substantial degree by several factors: 
	 Population size and growth trends, which par-

ticularly affect local and regional demand from 
both adults and school children

Demographics

	 The primary population growth is currently in 
the 40-50 age range.  These are more likely to 
be empty nesters at this point; relatively few are 
retired yet.  The retired population will increase 
strongly after 2010.

	 With more than one worker in the family it is 
more difficult to schedule travel, which often 
means shorter trips, more frequently.  Shorter 
trips tend to be more single-purposed- focused 
on one or a few activities.

	 Incomes of professional, educated households 
have been increasing, producing a segment of the 
population with adequate resources for travel and 
recreation.  However, much of the population is 
sharing in this income growth only to limited 
degree, and will continue to travel on a more lim-
ited basis and be very value oriented.

	 The American population is becoming increas-
ingly educated, with nearly a quarter of American 
adults currently holding a bachelor or advanced 

	 Demographic characteristics; nature centers are 
particularly appealing to school-aged children 
and to those 50 and older

	 Disposable income; income growth indicates 
there will be more spending on leisure and edu-
cational activities

	 Travel costs (gasoline in particular), which affect 
the ability of visitors to travel to the area, and are 
particularly important for those traveling from 
100 or more miles away

	 Competition from other leisure, recreation and 
educational activities

Particularly, demographics and travel trends influ-
ence the demand for nature center facilities.  Some of 
these considerations include:

Market Analysis



SITE Facts
The Nature Center is comprised of 3621.75 
acres, located 10 miles nw of downtown 
fort worth

There is currently a permanent herd of 6 
bison that roam 55 acres of land

one of the top ten birding sites in texas 
with over 200 species of birds

there are more than 650 plant species at 
the nature center

100,000 to 150,000 visitors on the property 
every year (via car count)

40,000 to 50,000 visitors yearly at the 
hardwicke visitor center 

8 different soil associations occur in
tarrant county, they all converge on
this site

prairie dog VILLAGE

cross timbers forest contains trees that 
are 250 - 300 years old

numerous historic ccc structures still 
remain on site

25 miles of hiking trails

the elevation change across the site is over 
100 feet

over 10,000 historical artifacts have been 
found throughout the site

2 natural springs

7 full time staff members work at the 
nature center

The operation budget, for the fort worth 
Nature center & refuge, for the Fiscal Year 

2001/2002 was $300,000.00

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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degree.  Educated travelers are particularly inter-
ested in information-rich displays and programs.

Travel Trends

	 North American households are more likely to 
take long weekend and other relatively short 
trips; the incidence of extended, multi-destina-
tion long distance travel is decreasing.  More 
vacations are close to home 2-4 days, within 150 
miles, often on weekends.

	 More travel includes children, and accordingly, 
is more oriented to educational and recreational 
experiences.  Children also require higher ser-
vice levels (more bathrooms, child-oriented food 
service), and are not associated with “night life.”

	 Travel for meetings, conferences and conventions 
continues to grow along with U.S. economic 
activity, subject to what is probably a short-term 
decline during 2001.  The relatively low cost of 
airfares is a contributing factor.

	 Organized group travel – by motor coach, cruise 
ship or using air transportation – is increasing, 
and is related to the aging of the North Amer-
ican population and increasing incomes here 
and abroad.  Much of this travel occurs during 
summer and is very value oriented.

	 The preferred leisure travel season is April 
through October.  Family travel, in particular, 
is oriented to summer months.  Spring and Fall 
travel is popular among empty nesters.  Meeting/
convention travel is more oriented to fall and 
spring.

	 More travelers are focused on educational expe-
riences, particularly if children are involved, such 
as visits to natural or historic sites, interpretive 
facilities and programs, and activities oriented 
to wildlife and natural resources.  Some of the 
strongest growth for the past decade has been 
in highly packaged recreation and entertainment, 

such as theme parks, cruises and gaming.
	 Travelers sometimes extend business trips to 

include leisure activities and provide a good 
market for destinations adjacent to major metro 
areas.  Business trips are also more likely to 
include spouses and children than in the past.

	 Entertainment is an increasingly important com-
ponent of travel and recreation, and of education 
as well; travelers and facility users expect 
very good presentation, interactivity, and visual 
appeal.

	 Travel parties including grandparents are increas-
ing.  Many trips may have an educational focus.

	 Travel associated with membership programs is 
increasing:  RV clubs, senior citizen organiza-
tions, and membership reward programs (i.e. Fre-
quent flyers).  Family reunions are a popular 
reason for travel.

	 Travel from foreign destinations is increasing, 
although down for the past several years, influ-
enced by poor economic performance overseas 
and the events of September 11, 2001.  The 
most important markets are Canada, Japan, the 
UK, Germany/Austria and other locations in 
Europe.  These travelers are particularly inter-
ested in things that are historic, unique and mem-
orable.  International travel is strongly affected 
by exchange rates.



Examples of outdoor activities that nature center facilities often provide.
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Population, 20 and 50 mile radius
Fig. I-1

In addition to demographics and travel trends, 
regional based statistics will influence the level of 
demand for those geographic areas that will produce 
a large portion of Center attendance.  Statistics to 
consider include: 

The Nature Center is located adjacent to one 
of the largest and most active market areas in the US.  
For example, Texas had the second largest population 
increase between 1990 and 2000, after California, 
adding 3.9 million people to the state’s population.  
Texas continues as the second largest state in the con-
tinental United States, after California, with approxi-
mately 21 million residents.  Dallas-Fort Worth, the 
state’s largest urban area, is the nation’s ninth largest 
city with 5,221,801 residents—a quarter of the state’s 
population.  

Near the Nature Center – within 25 miles – 
population amounted to over 1.5 million people in 
2000, according to US Census figures.  This circular 
area can serve as a reasonable definition for “local,” 
in that less than an hour’s drive is necessary to access 
the Center, see Figure I-1.  

Within a somewhat larger radius -- 50 miles 
– there are a total of over 4.5 million residents.  Many 
of those living within this area can reach the Center 
with an hour’s drive or less.

The local area population will represent the 
primary group from which visitors are drawn, and 
will provide many of the visits by organized school 
groups.  Frequent repeat visitors will also tend to live 
within this area.  Finally, many corporate sponsors 
will probably be drawn from this area, and individu-
als and families in this area will probably be primary 
contributors to capital and ongoing campaigns.

School-aged children are a significant market 
for the Nature Center.  This age segment is important 
because, traditionally, nature centers and their pro-
grams tend to draw significant portions of their atten-
dance from the school-aged population and/or fami-
lies with children.  Numerous national and statewide 

studies on outdoor recreation usage have shown that 
outdoor recreation, ecological and nature education 
participation is significantly greater for households 
with children.  

Within the local market area – the area from 
which the nature center will likely attract a majority 
of its visitors (Figure I-1) – there are just over 400,000 
-school-aged children, with over 275,000 enrolled in 
the public school system (Table I-1).  In the larger 
Dallas-Fort Worth area, there are nearly one and a 
half million school-aged children, and nearly one 
million in the public school system.  These are cer-
tainly significant numbers, and should provide the 
nature center an ample market from which to draw 
the important organized school group visits.  

In addition, the school-aged segment of the 
Dallas-Fort Worth and Texas population is expected 
to grow more rapidly than other segments of the pop-
ulation (see Figure 1-4).  
 While the school-aged population and associ-
ated families will likely be the most important demo-
graphic market for the Nature Center, the second 
most important will be the empty nest and retire-
ment-aged segment.  This group, 50 years of age or 
older, tends to have the time, interest and income 

to participate in outdoor educational and nature pro-
grams.  
 The number of people 50 years of age or 
older in the Dallas-Fort Worth area is only slightly 
lower than the number less than 18 years of age 
(1,131,096 vs. 1,463,038).  As the Center grows and 
develops, it must keep in mind the needs of this par-
ticular segment.  
Some apparent differences from programs and facili-
ties for school groups and school-aged participants 
would include: higher-level educational components, 
less physically demanding field components, and 
better facility amenities. 

While school groups and school-aged partic-
ipation tends to be more seasonal – spring and fall 
primarily – empty nesters will tend to visit year-
round.  Programs and developments should be tar-
geted to this segment, which will increase attendance 
during the year when school-aged participants and 
their associated families are less likely to travel. 

Figures I-2 and I-3 (on the following pages) 
show school-aged and empty nest populations for the 
Dallas-Fort Worth CMSA.  Seventy percent (70%) of 
the school-aged population and public school enroll-
ment is in Dallas and Tarrant Counties.  Moreover, 
growth in public school enrollment has been heavily 
concentrated in these two counties. 

Regional Statistics



Implications
Based on these studies the following are some of 
the primary implications of the market research 
findings.

	 The Nature Center will benefit from a rap-
idly increasing number of people in its local/
regional market area, and in particular those 
who are school-aged, i.e., under 18 years 
of age and empty nesters, i.e., those 50 and 
older; this is typically the primary demo-
graphic interest group for nature centers. 
(Source: DRA)

	 The younger segments of the population, 
locally/regionally will grow more rapidly; 
the challenge will be penetrating a group 
that will increasingly be racially mixed with 
focuses on other attractions and activities.  

	 Exhibits and programs should be oriented to 
a wide variety of people with respect to edu-
cation and income.

	 A growing number of domestic and inter-
national visitors will provide opportunities 
for developing attendance; good visibility 
for the Center will be necessary to penetrate 
these markets.

	 Demand will be somewhat seasonal; season-
ally oriented Center programs can help to 
generate off-peak attendance.

The market research findings set a visitor popu-
lation picture for the direction of the plan.  This 
information is layered with each aspect of con-
sideration.  The next area of study is the natural 
resource.
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Empty Nest Population, DFW 2000
Counties ( Pop. 50 years of age and older)

Fig I-3

School Age Population, DFW 2000
Fig I-2

  Like the area’s school-aged population, the 
empty-nest population is heavily concentrated in 
Dallas and Tarrant County, with 69% of the area’s 
empty nesters residing in these two counties.  The 
northern counties of Denton and Collin are the Nature 
Center’s next largest markets for both school-aged 
and empty nesters.  These four counties contain the 
majority of both segments (88% and 84% respec-
tively).  The Center is ideally located to draw from 
these segments.

Education levels within The Dallas/Fort 
Worth Metro Area are above the US average, with 
about 30.7% of residents aged 25 or older holding 
at least a bachelors degree.  Nationally, 25.6% of 
people 25 or older hold at least a bachelors degree.  
More specific data indicate that education is some-
what higher for residents of Dallas as compared to 
Fort Worth.  However, both communities are well 
above the state overall, which averages 23.9%.  These 
findings indicate that Center facilities and programs 
can appeal to those with good educational levels, 
although there is still a substantial market among 
those with more moderate educational attainment.  

Population projections presented indicate 
substantial increases in the youngest age groups 
through 2025.  This pattern is quite different than 
most other states, where it is expected older people 
will be the larger percentage of the population and 

younger people less so.  Texas’ younger segment will 
continue to dominate the population.  This segment 
will be influenced by large increases in population in 
the Hispanic community.  

Shifts in age groups are also apparent in 
the demographic study. The age groups representing 
people 49 and under represent the largest portion of 
the state’s population, and should continue to grow 
such that they continue this position.  This pattern 
will obviously vary among regions and communities, 
some of which will see population declines while 
others experience rather rapid growth.  Economic 
factors such as job and business prospects will be the 
determining factors.  Through the 1990s, the majority 
of growth in Texas had occurred in the urban areas of 
the state.  For Dallas-Fort Worth, growth had largely 
been in the northern metro area, Denton and Collin 
counties.  Generally, these patterns should continue 
through the projected time frame. 



“... the opportunity for more people to experience nature.”
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With site history, natural resources and market 
analysis as the foundation, the team began to form the 
vision:

All master plans attempt to envision future uses and 
opportunities, but the essence of a good master plan 
lies in clearly articulating an organization’s identity, 
values and goals, and linking these fundamental ele-
ments to projected actions and outcomes. Relating a 
strategic vision to physical planning creates the frame-
work for unifying a broad range of individuals so that 
when opportunities arise, individuals are empowered to 
fulfill shared goals.

Early interviews with key stakeholders identified 
common beliefs about the Fort Worth Nature Center & 
Refuge core business:
	 Manage the land in ways that care for its natural 

resources,
	 Create opportunities for visitors to engage in infor-

mal, nature-based learning,
	 Restore and enhance the site’s natural habitats to 

provide visitors with guided and self-guided experi-
ences,

	 Showcase the role of the Parks and Community 
Services Department as a leader in environmental 
stewardship within the Fort Worth community.

Within these communal purposes, there are many 
possible forward looking scenarios that combine natu-
ral resources, environmental education, visitor experi-

ence and business plan economics. Though the future of 
the FWNC&R contains both vision and development, it 
is important to measure both against touchstone ques-
tions facing the FWNC&R:
	 What communities does the FWNC&R currently 

serve? 
	 In which communities does the FWNC&R aspire to 

be a leader?
	 How does the FWNC&R find partners to further 

common purposes?
	 Can the FWNC&R simultaneously fulfill a recre-

ational and educational mission?
	 Is there community support for expanding the range 

of programs and facilities?
	 What is the organizational identity required for 

future vision and development?

The vision, mission and goals of the FWNC&R 
must address diverse factors such as experience, educa-

tion, economics and environment. Daily, the 
staff is immersed in complex challenges of 
repairing boundary fencing and gating, feral hog 
management, content development for naturalist 
talks, behavioral training of visiting individuals 
and groups, and accounts receivable/payable. To 
develop a long-term, relevant and ultimately suc-
cessful master plan, the FWNC&R needs philo-
sophic guidance that is firmly rooted in the quadru-
ple bottom line whereby actions and opportunities 
are evaluated in terms of outcomes for the natural 
resource, visitor, organization and community.

Community attachment to the FWNC&R was 
explored by asking key people the question “Why 
do you come to the FWNC&R?” The predominant 
response tended to be variations either of the theme 
of “solitary experiences of wildlife” or of “expe-
riences of wildlife with family and/or friends.” 
Many of the stories given in illustration of the 
themes expressed joy in the surprise interactions 
with nature. Examples were the eyewitness account 
of a deer swimming across the lake, or figuring out 
with children what the ‘little head in the little hole’ 
could possibly be. 

Secondary themes were the visceral sense of 
the Nature Center as a place where one could 
escape the city and its cares and problems for the 
awe-inspiring views of nature; and immersing in 
intimate activities of bird watching, photography 

and canoeing.  
How well does the current mission statement 

directly support the reasons why people come to 
the Nature Center? The FWNC&R has the follow-
ing mission:  

“To enhance the quality of life by enrolling 
and educating our community in the pres-
ervation and protection of natural areas 
while standing as an example of these 
same principles and values in North Cen-
tral Texas” 

Central to the mission is the idea that 
the quality of life of the community is enhanced 
when natural areas are preserved and protected. 
The mission acknowledges the civic role of edu-
cation, membership and enrollment as means to 
further preservation and protection. To accomplish 

the stated mission, the use of education, membership 
and enrollment seem entirely compatible with indi-
viduals and groups visiting natural areas and doing 
so at a level to where people have significant and for-
mative experiences of nature. The degree to which 
the mission statement gives impetus to involvement 
in activities that sustain the natural and cultural 
resources, it also accentuates the experience of natu-
ral areas by people. 

When the mission is further elaborated with the 
FWNC&R core values, the purpose of the place 
begins to speak to the experiences people seek:
	 Preservation of wildness 
	 Education through the living museum
	 Refuge for people

The current mission statement clearly does not 
conflict with the needs and wants of individuals and 
the community but as the seminal organizing idea 
behind the FWNC&R; the mission should provide 
positive direction as to how the organization can 
accommodate and reward interaction with individu-
als and the community. To govern the development of 
the FWNC&R, the master plan proposes five goals.

Overall Master Plan Goals
	 Protect the natural and cultural resources from 

destructive intervention.
	 Welcome visitors and open them to educational 

resources.
	 Expand the understanding of regional natural 

processes and their long-term management via 
use of this scientific resource.

	 Develop means of financial independence by 
attracting local visitors and tourists. 

	 Become a noteworthy Fort Worth institution that 
participates and partners with other cultural and 
recreational elements within the City.

With the synthesis of mission, values and needs, 
the master plan makes specific recommendations for 
the further protection of the natural and cultural 
resources and the development of amenities that sup-
port the educational opportunities, nature-based rec-
reational experiences and community-based activi-
ties.  Additional goals established throughout the pro-
cess included:
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Educational Goals
	 Develop a thorough understanding of the needs 

of the various user groups.
	 Provide opportunities for visitors to understand, 

observe, and enjoy wildlife and native habitat.
	 Interpret the site in relation to the physical and 

cultural development of Fort Worth (old cattle 
trails, former recreational uses, CCC projects, 
archaeological settlements).

	 Provide a diversity of educational venues and 
experiences. 

	 Make connections between the physical 
resources and interpretive programs whenever 
possible.

Natural Resource Goals
	 Restore and manage the land to a historic early 

19th century landscape.
	 Maintain and enhance diverse habitats to support 

naturally sustainable populations of native wild-
life.

	 Eliminate non-native species.
	 Properly restore damaged landscapes.

Cultural Resource Goals
	 Promote the awareness of diverse cultures and 

their points of view.
	 Restore significant historical architectural fea-

tures of site.
	 Protect, enhance, and interpret archaeological 

sites.

Planning/ Site context & Aesthetic Goals
	 Enhance and maintain the quality of the site for 

long-term sustainability.
	 Change the overall character of the FWNC&R to 

a more inviting and accessible public center.
	 Provide interpretive graphics signage throughout 

the site to orient visitors.
	 Visually define the boundary of the site.
	 Provide a circulation system that takes a visitor 

through a sequence of events as shaped by the 
natural environment.

	 Promote building structures that have a consis-
tent architectural style that is visually connected 
with the site.

	 Minimize the visual impact of utilities.
	 Maximize the views from the high points of the 

site.
	 The visitor should be able to experience all of the 

zones within the Nature Center.
	 Provide the infrastructure to allow restoration, 

learning, and demonstration activities to occur.

	 Limit motorized access to the site via boats, etc. 
from Lake Worth.

	 Visually and programmatically link surrounding 
land uses.

	 Utilize adjacent city owned park land to create 
an economic catalyst to generate funding for the 
FWNC&R.

	 Protect the integrity of the natural and cultural 
resources through land acquisition.  First prior-
ity would be the in-holdings.  Secondary would 
be land that falls within conservation easements, 
leased properties that become available, and prop-
erties along Jacksboro Hwy. that directly border 
the FWNC&R.

	 Define a conservation boundary.

Economic/ Marketing Strategy Goals
	 Make good use of natural features.
	 Create a high quality core that emphasizes the 

primary attributes of the site.
	 Generate additional revenue through admission 

fees, enhanced activities, retail sales, and conces-
sions.

	 Continue to organize external private fundraising 
for both capital and programmatic functions.

	 Become an independently run organization and 
reduce its reliance on City of Fort Worth reve-
nues to the greatest degree possible.

	 Draw more from various demographic groups.
	 Enhance and create new partnerships that are 

mutually beneficial and will further the goals of 
the refuge.

	 Transform the FWNC&R from a place-based 
resource managing organization to an institution 
generating much needed community ownership, 
peer recognition, and political and financial sup-
port.

	 FWNC&R should control the experience on the 
water.

Outreach Goals
	 Make staff expertise in the reestablishment and 

management of native natural systems available 
to other organizations and the general public.

	 Develop community support for the institution 
by being out in the community contributing to 
the general improvement of local quality of life 
issues and enhance environmental management 
and ecosystem restoration in other city parks.
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 An additional layer in the foundation of the 
Master Plan includes understanding the framework 
in which the facility markets itself.

As its complete name attests, the Fort Worth 
Nature Center & Refuge is both a nature center and 
a refuge with two inherent, and sometimes contradic-
tory, missions.  As a refuge, it is a place where the on-
going protection and restoration of the natural sys-
tems is paramount.  As a nature center, it is a social 
resource used to intelligently introduce people into 
an understanding of the natural systems.  As both a 
nature center and refuge, FWNC&R must sustain the 
interrelated natural systems that are its basis while 
creating a critical mass of natural learning, meaning-
ful experience and social interaction to enable the 
institution to sustain itself over the long term.  

What of the Fort Worth Nature Center & 
Refuge?  The Parks Department, the site staff, many 
visitors and interested Fort Worth citizens share 
the aspiration to make the FWNC&R “noteworthy” 
both as a refuge and a nature center.  Making the 
FWNC&R “noteworthy” will depend on how well 
the site resources and the institution co-exist and 
sustain each other.  The driving force behind the 
FWNC&R must be actions that increase conservation 
of the refuge, develop and deepen the capabilities of 
the institution, and increase human presence in spe-
cific areas of the refuge and intensify social inter-
action at the Nature Center. When the FWNC&R 
successfully defines and implements a long-range 
comprehensive plan whereby conservation impera-
tives are balanced with organizational resilience and 
increased public use, then it will become noteworthy 
for expanding itself from a place-based resource-
managing organization to a place-based conserva-
tion education institution with substantial community 
ownership, peer recognition, and political and finan-
cial support. 

Determining the strategy for establishing 
FWNC&R as noteworthy in these roles requires first 
asking about the current state of the refuge and nature 
center, and to which nature preserve and/or nature 
center in other parts of the country it compares.

Investigating comparable facilities provides 
valuable information regarding markets, demand, 
operations and finances.  This study involved iden-
tifying and gathering information from a selection 
of nine nature centers and related facilities, plus 
a number of other facilities that illustrate one or 
more aspects of potential Center development.  Facil-
ities that provided the most useful information for 
forecasting and planning purposes were selected for 
inclusion.  The selection focused on successful facil-

3,621.75
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ities that represent one or more components of the 
development for which the Center will strive.  

Five of the facilities are nature centers, each 
of which represents established education-oriented 
facilities geared to wildlife, habitats, and botanical 
collections and associated programs.  Two of the 
facilities represent gardens, exemplifying natural 
resource attractions with relatively developed exhib-
its and associated programs.  Finally, two are wild-
life refuges that are primarily oriented to managing 

habitats and wildlife populations.  The results of this 
investigation are summarized in a series of tables.

Please refer to the following tables for com-
parable information; Tables II-1, II-2, II-3, and III-1.
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The Development Interface Zone

for the users.
The Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge sits 

north and west of Fort Worth, just below the outfall 
of Eagle Mountain Lake.  Its boundary encompasses 
both the flow line of the lake spillways and the high 
ground that defines those flow-ways.  Consequently, 
both natural processes and human intervention upon 
them shape the FWNC&R.  As the center seeks to 
define itself within this context, it will have to find a 
way to connect itself with natural rhythms and forms 
augmented by the legacy of human intervention upon 
the flow of water.  The role of water in shaping the 
landscape, exposing the geologic layers that define 
vegetative habitats, and giving form to human struc-
tures meant to acquire its benefits…is the story of 
the Nature Center as it exists today.  As a result, the 
story of the Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge is 
sequenced by the patterns and forms generated by 
water’s steady and persistent work.  However, the 
experience of the FWNC&R and the direction of its 
internal movement occur in reference to influences 
that are not natural.  For the most part these influ-
ences are physical and legal constraints imposed by 
interference with the dynamic that created this very 
special landscape.  This causes much of one’s inter-
action with the FWNC&R to be shaped by externali-
ties to nature itself.  These conditions are extremely 
powerful in defining the FWNC&R and one’s experi-
ence of it.  These conditions include:
	 Surrounding land uses
	 Public improvements and thoroughfares
	 Power line right-of-ways
	 Encroachments
	 Donated land

	 Leases and other commitments
	 Fence lines
	 Previous agriculture
	 Water controlling structures
	 Land valuation

 By combining the natural process of the land 
and human influence, a composite site analysis is 
formed.  Using the site analysis mapping the fol-
lowing site based zones were identified:  Develop-
ment Interface Zone, High Ground Zone, Eroded and 
Excavated Zone, Lake Edge and Flow-way Zone, 
Marsh Retention Zone, Dam Interface Zone and Agri-
cultural Zone.  The natural and cultural resources 
of each zone vary along with the sensitivity of the 
resources to FWNCR conservation management and 

increased visitation.
The Development Interface Zone is the pri-

mary approach to the Fort Worth Nature Center & 
Refuge and defines the context in which the center is 
located.  The incrementally developed edge and the 
undeveloped center are a striking visual contrast.  The 
difference between the two experiences is made more 
dramatic as the length of travel within the develop-
ment corridor is increased.  Each unit of travel length 
imposes more transitional development, yard storage, 
mobile home yards, and vacant properties/ buildings 
upon the approach.

The Jacksboro Hwy. Bridge crossing the lake 
channel at the southern end of the site is the visual 
start of the entry sequence for the majority of the 
public.  The bridge is low and the road curves uphill 
as it approaches the current entry.  The dynamics of 
this sequence are engaging and can bring the visitor 
into a kinetic experience of the landforms compris-
ing this unique site.  However, the visual clutter that 
accompanies this dynamic overwhelms the compre-
hension of it.  

Therefore, the approach to the Fort Worth 
Nature Center & Refuge must be achieved in such 
a way that the visual contact between visitor and 
visual clutter assaulting the approach sequence is 
minimized.  The elements to consider in this zone 
include:
	 The Approach
	 Roadway and apparent ridge
	 Trees 
	 Visual Clutter
	 Grade Changes
	 Discontinuities in entrance and entrance prob-

lems
	 Road widening directed movement
	 Lack of edge
	 Encroachments
	 Roadway is an old cattle trail
	 Nature of businesses
	 Views are to south/ not north
	 Elevation of uses are higher than highway
	 Opportunity provided by the available city prop-

erty
	 Opportunity provided by the bridge

Educational Content
 The Development Interface Zone demon-
strates the impact on the land from development.  
The impact of zoning property strongly influences 
the ecological protection natural areas will receive. It 
is easy to see how existing ecologies can be disturbed 
and how development can encroach on the Nature 
Center.  
	 How zoning is determined
	 Development, and it’s influences from the natu-

ral environment

Interpretation Opportunities
 The study of zoning property and the rea-
sons for establishing protective zones and larger set-
backs for development are important issues to moni-
tor. Site-specific interpretation themes include:
	 Conservation and Protection, especially of neigh-

boring land
	 Understanding Development
	 Understanding the Past – Geology and fossil 

Record
	 Understanding the Past – Landscapes, Climate, 

Human Use

 Upon looking at all of the surrounding influ-
ences such as history, economic market, and com-
parable facilities, and combining those with existing 
systems such as the resources, the next thing to con-
sider is the site analysis.  This looks at the physical 
function of the site and how it is currently working 
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The High Ground Zone

One’s first encounter with the ‘High Ground 
Zone’ occurs at the Nature Center’s current main 
entrance.  This region includes land south of the 
power line clear cut, east of the water’s edge and 
extends to meet the property boundary that parallels 
Jacksboro Hwy.  Upon entry the trees are notably 
different.  They are smaller and have a growth habit 
that expresses the geologic severity of their condi-
tion. Known as ‘Escarpment Live Oaks’ these trees 
grow on the limestone crown, also known as the 
Caprock, which is one of the land formations that 
define the Nature Center.  Most of the Fort Worth 
Nature Center & Refuge buildings occur within this 
zone, which stretches from the east-facing ridge over-
looking the Riverbottom Trail, backwater and Greer 
Island.  The buildings range from the Visitor Center, 
to utilitarian storage structures, to historic CCC struc-
tures and ruins.  The vegetation in the area includes 
Post Oak Savanna, Live Oak Savanna, Caprock eco-
systems, Grand or Fort Worth Prairie, Western Cross-
timbers and Mesquite and Honey locust Savanna.  

The trails that occur in this zone are the Caprock 
Trail, Limestone Ledge Overlook, Oak Motte Trail, 
Prairie Trail, Deermouse Trail, and Wild Plum Trail.  

The High Ground Zone also exposes the visitor to 
various types of wildlife, including bison, deer, prai-
rie dogs, and many others. 

Therefore, the proposed plan makes full use 
of the dramatically different landscape created by the 
tree forms of the High Ground Zone to achieve a 
sense of arrival.  This helps convey a sense of iden-
tity and orientation to the movement system within 
the Nature Center.  The area encompasses consid-
erable acreage and topographic variation with the 
potential to develop easily accessible trails and vehic-
ular access, and properly site educational and recre-
ational activities.  The land between the prairie resto-
ration sites, the river bottomlands, and Greer Island 
offers close proximity to many natural resources and 
teaching tools. Elements of related interest in this 
zone include:

	 Reduced size of trees
	 Lack of tree canopy
	 Attachment between road alignment and old 

fence row
	 Visual character of the Nature Center Buildings
	 The CCC structures
	 Live oak escarpment
	 Fences and other utilitarian structures
	 Power line ROW
	 Ridge at the Center
	 Confusing road configuration
	 Sensitivity of soil and vegetation

Educational Content
 The High Ground Zone contains the repre-
sentative ecologies of North Central Texas and include 
the existing vegetation management sites:  Demon-

Scale: NTS.
N
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The Eroded & Excavated Zonestration Prairie, Limestone Ledge Overlook, Fairview 
Prairie, Little Fairview Prairie, Far Point Savanna, 
Deermouse Savanna and Buffalo Haymeadow. Edu-
cational topics of interest include:
	 North Central Texas Representative Ecosystems
	 Prairie Landscape and Rain Water Collection/ 

Run-off
	 Prairie Grass Root System
	 Plant and Animal Identification and Species Man-

agement
	 Wildlife Corridors
	 Ancient History and Fossil Record

Interpretation Opportunities
 Resource stewardship is a major and ongo-
ing challenge involving active managing, maintain-
ing and enhancing habitats through vegetation burn-
ing, eradicating exotic or invasive species, and restor-
ing ecological communities.  Relic and restored his-
toric prairie plant communities are the foundations 
for the reintroduction of historic animal communi-
ties and are living connections to the historical North 
Central Texas landscape.  Site-specific interpretation 
themes include:  
	 Understanding the Past – Geology and the Fossil 

Record
	 Understanding the Past – Landscapes, Climate 

and Human Use
	 Exploring the Diversity of Plants and Animals
	 Prairie Grasses – Roots, Soil, Water and Nutri-

ents
	 Prairie Tall grass Communities – Natural Dynam-

ics & Stewardship Actions
	 Planting Native Tall grass in the City – Fostering 

Sustainable Behavior
	 Establishing Connections with Other Places and 

People That Are Making a Difference

The large site area with undulating topography, scat-
tered oak mottes and developed trail system has the 
capacity to handle large numbers of people with little 
negative psychological impact.

This important area of the Fort Worth Nature 
Center & Refuge is only accessible from a separate 
entry that is not part of the current internal circula-
tion of the Nature Center.  This area is bordered to 
the north by the Lotus Marsh and the upriver slough 
area and to the east by the visitor area and restoration 
zones.  The trees in this zone are much taller, creat-
ing a canopy over the road and surrounding vegeta-
tion grows denser. The Eroded and Excavated Zone 
contains some areas of Western Crosstimbers with a 
majority of the savanna in a state of severe distur-
bance from previous farming/ ranching and gravel 
mining.   A few of the structures of the former mining 
operation still exist on the site as well as a current 
SWAT team gun range and bomb disposal facility.  
Incompatible uses should be relocated to a site that is 
more conducive to their operating procedures.  This 
area of the Nature Center has a long history of human 
involvement and reports of historic and prehistoric 
archeological sites.  The trails that currently run 
through this area are the Riverbottom Trail and the 
Forkedtail Creek Trail.

The Eroded and Excavated Zone should be 
internally connected to the Nature Center and become 
a demonstration and restoration area in which to 
teach the public about human influence on the land.  
To an observer, the characteristics of this region are 
based more on being a residual collection of soil, 
habitat and cleared spaces rather than being a distinct 
entity or ecosystem.  Elements of related interest in 
this zone are: 
	 Canopy over road
	 Mined area
	 Trees
	 Wetland
	 Attempts at restoration and is it appropriate
	 Creek way trees
	 Sudden open views
	 Clearly visible cut edge line

	 Archeological evidence

Educational Content
 Archaeological finds create opportunities for 
guided archaeological digs and learning sessions.  
The area is concentrated and highly disturbed but 
offers long-term opportunities to create land restora-
tion tools that investigate:  a palette of primary eco-
systems; soils and geology at former quarry pits; the 
role of bison in prairie ecology and herd behavior.  
Educational topics of interest include:
	 Human Habitation and Use of Resources
	 Land and Wildlife Management Demonstration 

Techniques
	 Upland Water sources
	 Upland Wetlands
	 Soils and Geology
	 Wildlife Corridors 
	 Plant and Animal Identification and Species Man-

agement

Interpretation Opportunities
 Because the existing “nature” is highly dis-
turbed – there is an opportunity to create plant, pond 
and creek habitats in close proximity as educational 
tools.  Interpretive “Outposts” supports fun, enjoy-
ment and learning at the Naturalist Camp.  Site-spe-
cific interpretation themes include:
	 Understanding the Past – Archaeology and Native 

American Habitation
	 Understanding the Past – Human Uses, Disturbed 

Landscapes and Restoration
	 Restoring Damaged Sites – Fostering Sustain-

able Behavior
	 Prairie Ponds and Amphibians
	 Holding It Together – Native Plant and Wildlife 

and Human Values

Activities that have high impact on natural and cul-
tural resources can potentially find a good site here.  
The large site area and the opportunity to zone it with 
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The Lake Edge & Flow-way 
Zone

The Marsh & Retention Zoneplantings and trails provide the capacity to handle 
large numbers of people with little negative environ-
mental impact.  The semi-isolated area and the dis-
turbed state provide a unique opportunity to bring 
together outdoors recreational activities such as over-
night stays, camps and fire pits.  A variety of user 
types at the same time enhance social interaction and 
learning experience.

The Lake Edge and Flow-Way Zone is found 
along the banks of the major water body throughout 
the site (The Trinity River and Lake Worth).  This 
zone exhibits characteristics that demonstrate the dif-
ference between the water and land, and the pictur-
esque settings that occur.  The upper and lower dams 
of the Trinity River also have a direct impact on the 
water level.   Many visitors make their way down to 
the water by means of winding trails and roadways 
covered by towering tree canopies.  The vegetation 
that occurs in the Lake Edge and Flow-Way Zone 
is mainly elm, oak, and hackberry trees with a wide 
variety of water plants.  This aquatic-terrestrial eco-
system contains significant content for natural history 
and environmental education.  Various water activi-
ties occur along the water’s edge and the attraction of 
Greer Island draws many visitors as well.  The wild-
life is flourishing in this area and many bird species 
can be found.

Therefore, the resources provided in the Lake 
Edge and Flow-way Zone can become even more of 
an influence in educational programming as well as 
inviting more visitors to the heart of the site.  Easy 
access is a key to getting visitors immersed in study-
ing the environment, which frequently means getting 
them actually immersed in water and at a hands on 
level. Greer Island has a spatially compact aquatic–
to–terrestrial range of habitats, yet lends itself to a 
great opportunity for visitors to learn and explore the 

water’s edge. Elements for consideration relating to 
this zone are as follows:
	 Clarity of differentiation between water and land
	 Picturesque settings and 8 ft. roadway
	 People activity
	 Greer Island
	 Levees, structure, lack of edge access
	 Fund Spring/ Williams Spring
	 Tree tunnels
	 Views of water and birds
	 YWCA Camp/ Ropes course

Educational Content
 Water related activities have high visibility 
and this contributes to the image of the FWNC&R.  
Potential activities and educational topics of interest 
include:
	 Water as Resource of Life
	 Animal Identification and Management
	 Water Quality, Quantity and Nutrient Recycling
	 Wetlands & Riparian Edges
	 Flood Dynamics
	 Birding

Interpretation Opportunities
 Seasonal changes in water level result in 
diverse aquatic-terrestrial habitat changes that require 
frequent interpretation of the changes in the environ-
ment.  Site- specific interpretation themes include:
	 Understanding the Past – Geology, Climate, 

Human Use
	 Understanding Ecology – Predator/ Prey Rela-

tionships, Population Constraints and Multi-spe-
cies Interaction

	 Exploring the Diversity of Plants and Animals
	 Protecting a Critical Resource in the City – Fos-

tering Sustainable Behavior
	 Establishing Connections with Other Places and 

People That Are Making a Difference

The Marsh and Retention Zone occurs in 
the northern portion of the site and encompasses 
Todd Island and the Boardwalk area.  The main 
water sources for this area are the Trinity River and 
the Eagle Mountain Spillway. The water creates a 
clearly visible slough with an adjacent seasonal hab-
itat known as the Lotus Marsh.  The Marsh wraps 
around a sandy area of land referred to as Todd 
Island.  Todd Island is the location of the ancient 
cross-timbers forest, which sustains trees estimated 
to be 250-300 years old.  This area should be consid-
ered a conservation area of high importance.  There is 
much native wildlife on Todd Island, as well as inva-
sive species of animals.  Hiking trails wind around 
the island and lead to a levee, which divided the main 
Trinity Channel from the Lotus Marsh outflow.  The 
Boardwalk extends out to a marshy area of the Trin-
ity to a varying water depth and provides visitors 
with a clear view and sense of being surrounded by 
the water. Many canopy trees and water plants sur-
round the Boardwalk, which is regarded as a highly 
important area for aquatic study. There are also loca-
tions for group gatherings that occur in this area.  The 
conditions in this area include:
	 The levee as a dam
	 Marsh
	 Todd Island
	 Legumes come up when dry (5 yr. Interval)
	 Lack of clear water channel
	 Tree canopies over roadway
	 Boardwalk area
	 Lack of public access

Educational Content
 The Lotus Marsh Boardwalk has a number 
of significant habitats within a close proximity.  Todd 
Island cross-timbers and bottomland hardwood forest 
has long-term successional changes in ecotones that 
require advanced knowledge in ecology and frequent 
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The Agricultural Zone

visitation to the site to observe these subtle, natural 
processes.  Marsh areas have good bird, beaver, and 
emergent wetland plant communities.  Educational 
topics of interest include:
	 Animal Identification and Species Management
	 Water Quality and Nutrient Recycling
	 Flood Dynamics and Successional Plant Com-

munities
	 Upland Plant Communities
	 Wetland and Riparian Edges
	 Aquatic-terrestrial Habitat Transect
	 Wildlife Corridors

The Dam Interface Zone

Interpretation Opportunities
 Seasonal changes in water level result in 
noticeable aquatic-terrestrial habitat changes and suc-
cessional changes in plant communities.  Frequent 
and all-season visitation is necessary to observe 
subtle changes in the environment.  Reversion from 
human land-use to natural ecosystem dynamics cre-
ates long-term successional changes.  Site-specific 
interpretation themes include:
	 Understanding the Past – Geology, Climate and 

Human Use
	 Understanding Past Human Uses and Ecosys-

tems
	 Exploring the Diversity of Plants and Animals
	 Basic Wetland Ecology
	 Exploring the Waters Edge
	 Exploring Natural Dynamics – Floor Distur-

bances and Successional Communities
	 Wetland Research – Polishing Water
	 Protecting a Wild Resource in the City – Foster-

ing Sustainable Behavior
	 Establishing Connections with Other Places and 

People That Are Making a Difference

Occurring along the northern most portion of 
the site is the Dam Interface Zone.  Wells-Burnett 
Road, Ten Mile Bridge Road and the Eagle Moun-
tain Lake Dam border this zone.  The road tends 
to serve as a division between the natural side (The 
Nature Center) and the residential side.  Strawberry 
Creek development occurs within this zone as well as 
the significant views from the Dam into the Nature 
Center. 

Therefore, the Dam Interface Zone is impor-
tant as a neighboring piece of land and a buffer against 
encroachment and development.  A few important 
issues to consider are:
	 Incremental Nature of Experience
	 Views from the dam structure
	 Adjacent residential development, the need for 

guidelines
	 Strawberry Creek
	 High view from Youth Camp
	 Road with two characters (residential/ nature)
	 Need for entrances

Educational Content
 The Dam Interface Zone provides the oppor-
tunity to study the effects of water on the land, espe-
cially in low-lying areas.  The importance of habitat 
protection and utility management can be demon-
strated.
	 Water run-off and water quality
	 Conservation and preservation of ecosystems
	 Studying the habitats of plants and animals

Interpretation Opportunities
 The FWNC&R would contain an extremely 
different environment if the Eagle Mountain Dam 
did not exist.  By controlling the flow of water into 
the Nature Center, aquatic ecosystems are regularly 
maintained all year around.
	 Exploring the diversity of plants and animals

	 Understanding the past – prior to the Eagle 
Mountain Dam

	 Enhancing the water resource

The Agricultural Zone falls along the eastern 
side of the site and reaches outside of the Fort Worth 
Nature Center & Refuge boundary onto the neigh-
boring farmland.  Ten Mile Bridge Road is the main 
thoroughfare through this area.  The open views of 
the pastures are a key asset to this zone especially 
since they occur within the property as well as out-
side.  The buildings are located far from the road and 
do not obstruct your view.  

Therefore, the land occurring in the Agricul-
tural Zone is very important with regards to develop-
ment.  To maintain the existing use on the land would 
be very supportive for the Nature Center.  Elements 
of consideration for this zone include:
	 The vertical and horizontal movement of the 

roadway
	 Pastures and open views
	 Sameness of both sides of the roadway
	 Buildings far from the roadway
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Educational Content
 Extending the trail system to increase use 
of the Agricultural Zone incorporates environmental 
issues as property boundaries, resource conservation 
and habitat protection in the educational message.  
Educational topics of interest include:
	 Conservation and Preservation of Resources
	 Animal Identification and Species Management
	 Wildlife Corridors
	 Water Run-off and Water Quality Research

Interpretation Opportunities
 Along an extended trail system are inter-
pretive “Outposts” that support visitor comfort, inter-
est and learning.  Site-specific interpretation themes 
include:
	 Exploring the Diversity of Plants and Animals
	 Understanding the Past – Human Uses, Disturbed 

Landscapes and Restoration
	 Conservation and Protection – Taking the Long-

Term View of Stewardship
	 Living Lightly on the Land – Fostering Sustain-

able Behavior
	 Protecting Water Resource in the City – Foster-

ing Sustainable Behavior

The semi-isolated uplands and its disturbed 
state provides a unique opportunity to bring together 
classic outdoor recreational activities such as over-
night camp stays, fire pits and open meadow play 
fields with potentially higher level development such 
as conference center activities.

The characteristics of the site analysis which 
form distinct zones begins to translate how the site is 
interpreted by the user and where educational oppor-
tunities need to be either strengthened or showcased.  
The final study prior to specific recommendations 
looks at how programming is utilized to merge all of 
the influencing systems.
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At the FWNC&R, programming public use 
for nature-based and recreational-based activities has 
been complicated by the fact that the refuge has not 
had the financial or staff resources to accommodate 
a higher visitor-ship within the Refuge.  Consistently 
low levels of funding for capital projects and annual 
operating costs have forced the staff to make difficult 
choices between resource management and mainte-
nance of amenities that encourage the public to visit 
the Nature Center.  (An example is the closing of sev-
eral parking lots due to vandalism which also served 
as convenient stopping points for avid bird watch-
ers.)

   With these difficult choices, a management 
strategy had emerged that reduced human presence 
on the site thus minimizing human impacts on the 
flora, fauna, land and water resources, and attendant 
management costs.  These conditions have resulted 
in a loss of potential expanded public experiences 
and understanding of the Nature Center.  

This is not to deny that there is support at the 
FWNC&R for educational programs and an enthusi-
astic response to individual visitors, yet there is an 
underlying uneasiness about expanding usage. Many 
people fear that it will undermine the resources and 
“natural wilderness” of the place.  When choices 
about the allocation of resources have to be made, the 
preservation of the Nature Center’s natural resource 
base is of high importance.  However, due to the min-
imal financial support that is available, it has been 
difficult for the FWNC&R to grow socially in the 
public eye.  

Managing a nature center from a strictly 
resource management perspective is fraught with 
problems when most decisions about appropriate use 
are determined by the following hierarchy of priori-
ties:

1. The ability of life forms and processes to 
withstand alteration.

2. The ability of the non-living environment to 
withstand additional forms of use.

3. The impact of greater human use on a visi-
tor’s experience of nature.

The outcome of low funding and limited 
staffing has resulted in low participation at the Nature 
Center.  Some visitors who do use the FWNC&R are 
passionate about it.  They appreciate the staff, have 
fond memories of the site and are quite concerned 
with the health of the FWNC&R.  In addition, they 
may be willing to provide financial support to over-
come immediate threats to it.  Yet their numbers are 
inadequate to secure the future of the FWNC&R.  

The breadth and the depth of interdependent 

ecosystems make the conservation of the FWNC&R 
natural resources imperative. Urban growth with its 
resulting increase in housing, transportation infra-
structure and centers of significant density, is likely 
to surround the FWNC&R. This growth will inevita-
bly impact the FWNC&R over time by degrading its 
natural assets unless we can plan methods of protec-
tion and encourage a wide-ranging love of the place 
that supports those protections. The primary objec-
tive in developing programs at the FWNC&R is to 
link the conservation of the refuge, with the devel-
opment of the capabilities of the institution, and 
with an increase in the social importance of the 
Nature Center. Institutional objectives and day-to-
day actions need to develop in mutually supportive 
ways: 

1. The support and stewardship of the broader 
community should provide FWNC&R with 
resources to survive as a viable refuge for 
wildlife, native plants, soils and geological 
formations. It needs a large base of dedicated 
volunteers and a broad base of supporters to 
ensure that there is political commitment to 
its future and public/private sources of fund-
ing. 

2. The use of the FWNC&R natural and cul-
tural resources for recreational and educa-
tional experiences should develop institu-
tional supporters. 

3. The natural history of the north-central Texas 
region should be told through collections 
based objects to expand fundamental public 
knowledge and link the identity of FWNC&R 
to the region. 

4. The educational programming should inspire 
commitment to protecting the environment in 
general and the FWNC&R and its resources 
in particular.  It should also impart knowl-
edge, techniques and tools for environmental 
stewardship and advocacy.

5. The educational programs should offer inte-
grated curricula in support of stated learning 
goals and objectives

6. The educational programming should include 
outreach to students and teachers from com-
munities that lack resources to provide envi-
ronmental education experiences.

7. Educational and recreational activities must 
be inviting, satisfying and worth repeating 
in order to encourage the repeat users 
from which volunteers and stewards will be 
recruited.  They must also be compatible 
with the plant and animal life.  

8. Recreational activities should have a clear 

and meaningful relationship to the mission 
and objectives of the FWNC&R.

Public Audiences -
Categorizing Visitors and
Special Users

To consider possible programs, it is 
important to understand visitors and the poten-
tial visitor experience.  Nature-based institutions 
like the FWNC&R, can classify potential visi-
tors into groups that range from the casual, one-
time visitor to the committed volunteer who is 
willing to donate time and money to the insti-
tution. In nature-based activities, visitors can 
be divided into five groups based on frequency 
of visits, commitment to institution and what 
the institution receives back from them. The vis-
itor groups are: Experience Seekers; Outdoors 
Active; Participants, Tellers and Teachers; Events 
Attendees; and Special Users.  

The diagram (p. 27) entitled, Nature – based 
Institutions and their Visitors Groups, demonstrates 
the outcomes for each of the visitor groups.  This 
helps to distinguish the number of visitors per cat-
egory and where to concentrate efforts.

The diagram (p. 27) entitled, Visitor  
Groups – Involvement and Expectations, expresses 
the sophistication levels of three of the visitors groups.

The Special User

Each visitor group is a composite of key 
characteristics, typical experiences, and opportuni-
ties and outcomes for the institution vis-à-vis the vis-
itor category.  The following descriptions put for-
ward an initial profile of each visitor group.  As the 
FWNC&R develops through time its organizational 
structure will more than likely change as well as an 
increase in staff will occur. As educational programs 
refine, the Nature Center’s relationship to its com-
munity alters, so does the composite description of 
its typical visitors.  The FWNC&R should frequently 
and formally update its visitor group descriptions, 
and the opportunities and outcomes visitation confers 
to the institution.

A. Key Characteristics of the User
•	 Nearly all attendees are visiting the 

refuge for the first time.
B. Typical User Experiences at FWNC&R

•	 Attend as part of a group or organiza-
tions (camping, conferencing, party)

•	 Break time and free time exposure to 
educational and interpretive messages



Special Users

Experience Seekers

Outdoor Actives

Participants, Tellers
& Teachers

Nature-based Institutions and their Visitors Groups

Outcomes for the Institutions
1.  Recognition that FWNC&R is noteworthy for    
      natural beauty, fun activities and accommodating
      hospitality.
2.  Participation in visitor database.
3.  Contribution to revenue generation.
4.  Entice users to be visitors & program users.

Outcomes for the Institutions
1.  Recognition that FWNC&R is noteworthy for    
      natural beauty, fun activities and accommodating
      hospitality.
2.  Participation in visitor database.
3.  Contribution to revenue generation.
4.  Enrollment in Education Programs.

Outcomes for the Institutions
1.  Membership & contribution to revenue.
2.  Volunteer work.
3.  Allegiance that translates to financial & political support.
4.  Environmental Advocates.

Outcomes for the Institutions
1.  Membership & contribution to revenue.
2.  Volunteer work.
3.  Allegiance that translates to financial & political support.
4.  Enrollment in Educational Programs.

Decreasing Number of Visitors per Category Type

Event Attendees

Each of the visitor groups tend to differ in how they value experience at the FWNC&R and have 
different levels of knowledge concerning the natural and cultural resources, the institution, their place 
in ecological relationships, and the cause and effect impacts of their actions.

Less Sophistication More Sophistication

ConnectionAppreciationUnderstanding

Participants, Tellers & TeachersOutdoors ActiveExperience Seekers

Visitor Groups - Involvement and Expectations

What will I experience? What programs are happening?
Why should I come out now?

Make me feel special.
Let me lead this program.
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C. Opportunities for Use
•	 Naturalist Camp should be operated 

year-round with full-time camp educa-
tors and staff. It can become a model 
for resource conservation by operating a 
sustainable campsite.

•	 Market conference space to educator 
groups needing sites for continuing edu-
cation, and for regional professional 
meetings of interpretation, historical, 
ecological and naturalist groups

•	 Provide meeting space for community 
organizations and private sector compa-
nies.

D. Desired Outcomes for the User
•	 Admire the Nature Center as a place of 

natural beauty, a place where fun and 
enjoyment is natural, and a place where 
they are welcomed.

•	 To become aware of the Nature Center’s 
offerings and visit on their own as Expe-
rience Seekers or Outdoors Actives

The Event Attendees
A. Key Characteristics of the Attendees

•	 Nearly all attendees are visiting the 
refuge for the first time. 

B. Typical User Experiences at FWNC&R
•	 Once a year events such as Buffalo 

Boogie, Buffalo Chip Festival, Snakes of 
Tarrant County and Nature Center Field 
Days. Buffalo Boogie is the only festival 
that generates revenue.

C. Opportunities for the User
•	 Chisholm Trail History, Civilian Con-

servation Corps, Catch & Release, how 
to tie other sites into programming, Pre-
history Encampment

D. Desired Outcomes for the User
•	 Admire the Refuge as a place of natural 

beauty, a place where they are cared for, 
and fun and enjoyment is natural.

•	 Provide information for database with 
periodic mailings of information con-
cerning introductory programs and spe-
cial events.

•	 Spend money for entry fee, concessions 
and gift store.

•	 Aware of the Refuge’s offerings and visit 
on their own as Experience Seekers or 
Active Outdoors.

A. Key Characteristics of Experience Seekers
•	 First-timers or bi-annual repeat visitors.
•	 Search for fun, moments that are expe-
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The Experience Seekers

The Participants, Tellers, and 
Teachers

The Outdoor Actives

riential and memorable, and make little 
distinction between nature-based experi-
ences and nature-based recreation.

•	 Few prior first-hand memorable experi-
ences of nature, little knowledge of flora 
and fauna, land and water or basic ecol-
ogy.

•	 No allegiance to the FWNC&R as an 
institution.

B. Typical User Experiences at FWNC&R 
•	 Size of refuge and the dispersal of 

“attractions” present a barrier to getting 
around the site and confusion in know-
ing where to go for a good experience. 

•	 Comfort facilities are sparse which short-
ens length of visit and adds frustration of 
having always to double back to starting 
point for drinking water and toilets.

•	 Concentration of staff at starting point 
and large area of land presents rare 
opportunity to initiate interactions with 
docents / educators at attractions.

•	 Attends educational programs rarely if 
at all. 

C. Opportunities for the User
•	 The motivation for Experience Seekers 

to visit is their belief that they can enjoy 
and relate to nature. The Nature Center 
should not prove them wrong through 
barriers that deny or temper accessibility 
to good experiences.  

•	 Immerse Experience Seekers in social 
interactions that provide abundant oppor-
tunity and considerable choice on the 
part of the learner as to when, where, 
with whom, and what to learn.

D. Desired Outcomes for the User
•	 Experience Seekers admire the Refuge 

as a place of natural beauty, a place were 
fun and enjoyment is natural, and a place 
where they are welcomed.

•	 Experience Seekers provide informa-
tion for database with periodic mailings 
of information concerning introductory 
programs and special events.

•	 Experience Seekers spend money for 
entry fee, concessions and gift store.

•	 Experience Seekers increase their partic-
ipation in the Refuge and become Out-
door Actives

A. Key Characteristics of the User
•	 Annual and seasonal repeat visitors 
•	 View being in the “outdoors,” or some 

aspect of it as a life defining hobby or 
recreation

•	 Value experiences that prompt self-dis-
covery and self-learning

•	 Attend programs and special events but 
primarily to increase their knowledge

•	 Primary allegiance is to the place and 
its natural resources, indirectly acknowl-
edge an on-going relationship with the 
institution and staff

B. Typical User Experiences at FWNC&R
•	 Behavior enacts the maxim: “The more 

time spent outdoors, the more meaning-
ful the experience”

•	 Don’t mind a big site, and having to 
walk a distance to the restroom.  Having 
“comfort” facilities all over the site tends 
to distract from their Nature Center expe-
rience.

C. Opportunities for the User
•	 Promote social interactions among Out-

door Actives that lead toward the forma-
tion of a common vocation group such 
as a monthly bird watching club or soci-
ety

•	 Develop educational programs that ini-
tiate Outdoor Actives to focused and 
detailed learning and that convey the 
rewards that can flow from Naturalist’s 
point-of-view and knowledge base 

D. Desired Outcomes for the User
•	 Realization that the motivation for being 

outdoors and for learning about the nat-
ural environment can incorporate both 
individual desires and community inter-
actions 

•	 Instill the importance of the FWNC&R 
as a natural preserve and as a collection 
of interdependent ecosystems that makes 
conservation of its natural resources an 
on-going, critical and difficult effort

•	 Convince Outdoor Actives that personal 
involvement with the FWNC&R starts 
with institutional membership, and that 
both the institution and members receive 
benefits.  Personal involvement need not 
stop with membership dues. Involvement 
can deepen to commitment through vol-
unteer work for the institution.

A. Key Characteristics of the User
•	 High frequency repeat visitors 

•	 Curious on principle, confident in asser-
tion, and opinionated on what can be 
done better 

•	 Like to “talk shop” and search out the 
latest “scoop” on what is happening that 

Typical Visitor Groups experiencing Nature
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is atypical, unusual or remarkable and 
pass it on to others

•	 Strong allegiance to the FWNC&R as a 
critical ecological preserve, 

•	 Some have an equally strong allegiance 
to the FWNC&R as the organization at 
which they can make a difference

B. Typical User Experiences at FWNC&R
•	 Haunt favorite plant and wildlife com-

munity for which they develop a reper-
toire of interesting facts, figures, obser-
vations and stories based on prior expe-
rience

•	 Seasonal and frequent presence at the 
Nature Center helps develop skills in 
noticing small changes that take place 
gradually in flora and fauna, land and 
water due to seasonal and climatic fac-
tors

•	 Gravitate to roles that allow them to 
interact with staff as a peer, and with 
first-time visitors as a teacher

C. Opportunities for the User
•	 Combine individual efforts with a group 

of like-minded peers to share their 
endeavor to become a complete amateur 
Naturalist inclusive to points-of-view, 
language and stores of experiences

•	 Broaden their nature-based knowledge 
to include environmental issues of cen-
tral concern to the FWNCR

•	 Link experiences at the FWNC&R to 
environmental advocacy

D. Desired Outcomes for the User
•	 Participants helping the staff in their 

daily work
•	 Participants could provide individuals 

who combine the role of amateur Nat-
uralist with communication skills, and 
personal and business connections to 

In looking at how a visitor begins the experi-
ence, circulation becomes an important factor.  The 
Visitor Experience Model serves as a basic layout 
and circulation through the site.  The diagram begins 
with the entrance to the site, which leads a visitor 
to The Center.  This entry/exit experience is prior to 
any gate or ticketing and becomes the free ‘gift to 
the public.’  It also reinforces decompression time to 
divide the outside, developed world experience.  At 
The Center the guest will pass through a ticket gate 
where a fee will be collected.  From The Center 
a one-way loop road carries the visitor through the 
site and along the way allows the visitor to experi-
ence multiple exhibits and demonstration areas.  Off 
of each of the exhibits are internal trails.  Winding 
through the site are additional hiking trails, which uti-
lize existing trail systems as well as new ones.  Bike 
trails run parallel, alongside the loop road.  The loop 
road continues back to The Center and the exit road 
carries the visitor out of the Nature Center.  As the 
master plan develops, it is important that this Visitor 
Experience Model is translated onto the site. 

Another important experience for the visitor 
is the circulation between various ecosystems.  This 
‘crossing of zones’ allows a visitor to see the differ-

ences between the various habitats.  The cross section 
at the top of the page is taken from a high point down 
through the proposed visitor center site to the water’s 
edge.  This section reveals the varying soil types that 
occur from the high ground to the low ground, as 
well as the change in vegetation that occurs at differ-
ent elevations.  The purpose of this section is to dem-
onstrate how a visitor can be exposed to so many dif-
ferent zones within the Nature Center.

Translating the Visitor
Experience onto the site

Sanger - Purves - Slidell
Aledo - Bolar - Sanger
Houston Black - Navo - Heiden

Crosstell - Gasil - Rader
Windthorst - Weatherford - Nimrod
Bastsil - Silawa

Ponder - Sanger - Slidell
Frio - Trinity

A B C

Limestone soils

Sandstone soils

River Clay soilsC

Proposed Visitor 
Center

Crosstimbers/ SandstoneCaprock
Hardwood Forests, Elm, Oak, Pecan, Boxelder, Cat-
tails, Lotus, Waters edge, Marsh zones

Escarpment/ Trinity River Bottom
Oak Motte Region, Hill Country, Prairie, 
Yuccas, Cactus, Wildscape

Understory vegetation, ornamental trees, 
evergreen, sand, gravel, 

FWNC&R Cross Section

help FWNC&R convey its relevance to 
the larger social, political and cultural 
communities 

•	 Participants help other visitors integrate 
their experiences at FWNC&R with their 
lives. 

A 

B
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1. Develop a Cultural Resources Management 
Plan (CRMP) in conjunction with the master 
plan.

2. Conduct basic historical research.
3. Publish a paper / booklet on CCC historical 

research.
4. Create a confidential map of all known CR's 

on site (record all known sites to current 
standards).

5. Assist Tarrant County Archaeological Soci-
ety in completing current report - publicize 
as appropriate.

6. Complete investigations to assess impacts 
from proposed construction when and where 
necessary as master plan progresses.

7. Implement new exhibit program - both 
indoors and out exploring themes of cultural 
landscapes (how have humans used this site 
through time, how has it altered the site?  
Discuss historical use of landforms - bison 
range, escarpment, etc.).

8. Augment current programming with one or 
more items specifically involving history and 
archaeology (Time trip, mock site).

9. Develop items that can be marketed at the 
FWNC&R that incorporate cultural resource 
themes

10. Acquire in-depth natural resource data study 
and thorough resource management plan that 
aligns with the vision of the master plan.

11. Analyze pre-European settlement patterns 
within the Nature Center and preserve or 
restore portions of the land toward these con-
ditions.

12. Set up wildlife and resource management 
plan including enhanced habitat for all native 
species; remove exotic species immediately; 
utilize bison as a management tool for prairie 
and grassland maintenance and restoration.

13. Encourage research and academic pursuits 
within the boundaries of the Nature Center

14. Develop resource management plan for veg-
etation communities.

15. Prescribed burning should be used as a man-
agement tool to restore the health of the prai-
rie back to its state before European settle-
ment.

16. Preserve all connections between aquatic 
communities within the nature center.  Pro-
vide enhancement of new wetlands.

17. Provide research funds for both professional 
and "lay" scientific study within the Nature 
Center.

18. Develop a database for all natural and cul-
tural resource inventories.

19. Encourage bird watching and ecological 
interaction.

20. Encourage connectivity for wildlife corridors 
that tie into the Nature Center

21. Utilize imaginative and to the extent possi-
ble, non-verbal signage.

1. Attempt to buy visual easement rights across 
all land visible from Ten Mile Bridge Road 
in order to maintain it as agricultural qual-
ity (or transfer development density to other 
land) also conservation easements.

2. Acquire in-holding properties in the Lake-
land Addition as it becomes available.

3. Eliminate incompatible uses on the 
FWNC&R; such as the SWAT Team gun 
range and Fire Department bomb disposal 
facility.  The City should look for alternate 
sites to relocate this use within the next two 
years.

4. Strike a mutually beneficial use agreement 
with Tarrant County Water District for land 
adjacent to FWNC&R and Eagle Mountain 
Lake Dams.

5. Annex property along Jacksboro Hwy and 
all farmland within the watershed.

6. Provide development incentives offering 
development guidelines, which encourage 
better building types, screen parking and ser-
vice, encourage landscape buffers along the 
highway, and encourage green architecture.

7. Provide escarpment & watershed conserva-
tion incentives, which would serve to limit 
development within a 200' distance of the 
contact line, limiting development along 
slopes and providing incentives which 
encourage biological filtering of storm water 
before discharging toward Lake Worth.

8. Acquire agricultural peninsula near old 
YMCA camp to protect resource & expand 
area for future Environmental Learning 
Center.

9. Sell out-parcel (Joe Eidson Alternative School 
Site) north east of Ten Mile Bridge Road.

Land Use
Recommendations

Resource Management  
Recommendations

Operations/ Governance/ 
Economic Growth
Recommendations

10. Acquire lease land along Love Circle as it 
becomes available.

11.  Conduct a detailed site analysis and environ-
mental assessment prior to the implementa-
tion of any new facilities.

1. Install self-serve payment gate system 
immediately

2. Increase annual operating budget to $750,000 
immediately

3. Hire a marketing / development director.  
Consider renaming facility to meet market-
ing vision of master plan.

4. Enlist aid of professional fundraiser for capi-
tal campaign

5. Develop a five year plan for staff growth 
(include a recreation manager)

6. Develop a five year plan for educational pro-
gram expansion

7. Restructure docent / volunteer support 
system

8. Develop an advertising and marketing 
budget
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View from proposed Visitor Center Site looking towards the Waterfowl exhibit.
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When determining the location of facilities and 
programming of the site, it was divided into 
four systems of uses:  The Centers, The Natural 
Eco-Systems, The Exhibits, and The Supporting 
Infrastructure.  These organizing systems help to 
describe the functions of different areas.  

The Centers

The Natural Ecosystems

The Exhibits

The Supporting Infrastructure

The Centers are clusters of buildings where 
intense human education takes place in an orga-
nized man-made environment.  These four facili-
ties are areas of the site where large groups of 
people can be concentrated for different venues 
without impacting the remainder of the prop-
erty.  
	 Lone Point Visitor Center – This is the educa-

tional home base for the nature center.
	 Environmental Learning Center – Provides a 

large group overnight facility for various user 
groups.

	 Hardwicke Research and Restoration Center – 
Reutilized as a higher learning facility for study 
and instruction.

	 Alice Ashley Environmental Education Camp – 
Serves as a staff guided and overnight environ-
mental education camp for organized groups.

	 Caprock - Oak Motte Preserve & Tall Grass Prai-
rie

	 Western Cross Timbers – Oak Savannah & 
Forest

	 Riverbottom - Hardwoods & Marsh
	 Open Water – Lake and River zones
(Ecosystems indicated on map designate interpreta-
tion locations only.)

	 Greer Island - An exploration and interpretive 
experience.

	 CCC Structures – Many structures exist through-
out the site.  They range from culvert abutments, 
to small bathrooms and picnic areas.

	 Waterfowl Exhibit - The first stop on the loop 
road; observation of birds through the use of bird 
blinds. 

	 Bison Range Viewing Stations - Interpretive area 
about the nomadic animals and their habitat.

	 Prairie Dog Village – An established prairie dog 
home.

	 Lotus Marsh Exhibit - Formerly the Boardwalk 
but now with more interactive docks and pro-

gramming.
	 Archaeological Exhibit (Pre-Tribal Man) - Self 

guided tours about historic artifacts and their 
importance as well as incorporating a sample dig 
site.

	 Reclamation & Demonstration Exhibit (Quar-
ries) - Staff guided tour regarding the impact of 
man.

	 Homestead Exhibit (European Man) - Learn 
about how our early ancestors lived.

	 Photo Opportunity (Bison sculptures) – Whether 
leaving or going the loop again, take time for a 
photo with friends and family.

	 Primary / Future Main Entry Drive - Location is 
off of Love Circle and will enter by the waters 
edge with a view to the Visitor Center.

	 Nature Center Entry / Exit Gate - Established in 
order to generate entry fees and provide direc-
tional information.

	 The Loop Road
	 Large Rental Pavilion - For small to medium size 

gatherings and celebrations.
	 Project Exit / Secondary Entry Drive - Located at 

the current entrance off Jacksboro Hwy
	 Bison Barn
	 Maintenance Facility
	 Restroom Facilities 
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Main Entry Drive Experience

 The following areas are in sequence of the 
new proposed visitor experience.

 The entrance to a facility is one of the most 
important elements in setting the scene for a visi-
tor’s experience.  Currently, a detracting factor of the 
FWNC&R visitor experience is the current location 
of the project entry in relation to the existing land 
uses along Jacksboro Highway.

One of the driving factors about the entry to 
the site is the amount of decompression time allot-
ted between the turn-off from Jacksboro Highway 
and the official entrance gate to the facility.  When 
one enters the site, it should be a significant enough 
distance to allow the influences of the surrounding 
development to not be a determining factor on the 
impression one develops as entering.  The current 
entry road to the Hardwicke is approximately 2 miles, 
but it is set so deeply within the site that visitors tend 

to stop at points without any sense of  orientation.  
The proposed entry drive would enter the site closer 
to the Jacksboro Highway bridge allowing a couple 
of things to occur:  1.) It moves the entrance closer to 
the bridge experience where there is additional, exist-
ing city land.  This land could be enhanced to signify 
the FWNC&R entry.  2.) It decreases the amount 
of development one must pass before entering the 
site.  There are currently incompatible businesses 
in the area, so this type of change requires a change 
in zoning.  (Until this takes place, the current entry 
would remain.)  This new approach would allow 
two entries into the site with a one-way exit.  This 
brings all visitors to a front gate for orientation.  This 
is where a ticketing system would be implemented.  
This process needs to be in close proximity to the 
visitor center and loop road entry for maximum 
orientation and exposure, as well as for controlled 
access into the center.

The entry gate to the Fort Worth Nature 
Center & Refuge is designed to be the first welcome 

everyone receives.  At the gate, a visitor will receive 
information about the day’s events and a map of the 
area.  An entry fee will be collected or visitors can 
utilize a membership system pass.  The entrance gate 
also acts as the exit gate.  Upon exiting, the visitor 
can pick up information regarding future events.  
 The entry drive experience begins to entice 
the visitor with glimpses of nature and events.  An 
example element would be a hanging bridge on 
the canyon ridge trail that the visitor drives by on 
the approach to the new Visitor Center.  Along the 
approach one can begin to experience the different 
ecosystems.  One of these is the water’s edge as the 
drive hugs the lake.  The second is the oak motte pre-
serve.  The third area as you approach the entrance 
gate is the prairie restoration.  The prairie is an open 
area to your left that provides the perfect habitat and 
ecology for a prairie restoration and demonstration.  
All of these areas are accessible from the visitor 
center via trails.  Interpretive graphics should be 
utilized to maximize understanding of these ecosys-

Conceptual Sketch of Proposed Lone Point Visitor Center
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Lone Point Visitor Center

tems.  This area is the first zone in the high ground 
region as you approach the entrance gate.  The area 
is characterized by small clumps of oak trees that are 
short in stature and have more of a thinning appear-
ance than a typical oak grove.  

Upon entering the ticket gate, the visitor 
has a choice of stopping at the new proposed Visi-
tor Center or continuing on the one-way loop road 
through the site.  This choice begins to satisfy the 
needs of different users:  the one-time visit tour-
ist, who will come for a 2 hour experience at the 
center only vs. the nature enthusiast whose mission 
is to bypass the programmed zones and escape into 
the wild areas.  There are also the repeat users who 
simply want to streamline their experience to one or 
two exhibits.  This is one of the bonus points with a 
facility of this size.  It can supplement a variety of 
users at one time allowing the majority of users to 

concentrate in a few select zones.
At the Visitor Center, it is still the goal that 

people get out of their vehicles and into nature.  So, 
the parking lot which should be an environmentally 
friendly ecosystem of its own, is set far enough away 
that one has a short walk to the facility though a 
series of wild and native landscapes.  This ‘wild-
scape’ becomes the approach for the main building.

  Situated on the precipice of a dramatic 
promontory, the Visitor Center building should be an 
architectural expression of this landform.  The shape, 
grade change, view from and visual prominence of 
Lone point are inherent qualities of the site that give 
form to the building design.  

The Peninsula configuration of Lone Point 
forces the building to assume a concave shape rela-
tive to its entry.  Such a shape “opens” the view side 
of the structure and allows a full panorama to be cap-
tured toward the lake and Greer Island.  

A peninsula site shape also affords a natu-
ral subdivision of the building plan into its two 

component parts.  These are educational functions 
and Interpretative/ exhibit functions, which can be 
allocated to the right and left of the entry mezzanine.  
Between these functions are the shared spaces.  These 
spaces include elements such as the auditorium, the 
gift shop, the food court, and the view gallery.  In 
this way, the crowd management associated with 
school related activities does not disrupt the often-
contemplative character of exhibits and interpretive 
settings.  This spacial association is demonstrated in 
the proposed floor.

Finally, a peninsula shaped site establishes a 
point of organizing energy…a center…around which 
the building naturally organizes with the underlying 
landform.  This point is expressed in the design as a 
rain-harvesting cistern at the entry doors.  To some 
extent, water needs of the building can be served 
from this rain-harvesting element.  To further inte-
grate the visitor center and the natural context of 
the site, the historic CCC structures that remain on 
the peninsula will be included into the design of the 



Front Entry from Visitors approach

Rear View looking at Lone Point from Greer Island
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facility.  This will inherently add value to the site and 
maintain the natural feel of the area.

Significant grade changes within the Lone 
Point site allow the design of a building in which 
volume can be experienced through changes in the 
relationship of floors rather than the increase of ceil-
ing height.  This creates a dynamic space that engages 
people as they move through it.  Mezzanine over-
looks, ramps, and vertically related activities can 
create interesting special relationships. The grade 
change also allows the creation of high interior ceil-
ings without increasing the height of the structure as 
one approaches it.  In this way the scale/ mass of 
the building is not overpowering the height of natural 
elements on the site (such as trees). A lower elevation 
on the uphill side of the building allows this side to 
be expressed as a stone wall…eroded and weathered 
over time.  Thereby the normal rectangular expres-
sion of “building” is redefined as a meandering stone 
plane…a wall…, which defines the transition from 
approach to panorama view (attained when one steps 
beyond the wall and into the building.  Except for this 
one opaque element, which emanates from a land-
mark tower form, the rest of the building is transpar-
ent glazing…permitting broad views.  
 The views from Lone Point (and conse-
quently the views from the visitor center) are com-
pelling because the placement of the structure creates 
a view that has no foreground.  This lack of ground 
plane, which normally stands between the viewer and 
the space being viewed, brings home the scale and 
power of the landscape in a dramatic way.  Just as 
visitors to the Grand Canyon are affected by the view 
seen without ground plane reference, so the visitors 
to the Fort Worth Nature center will be similarly 
affected…creating a lasting impression.

Approaching Lone Point from the relocated 
entry (as shown on the Master Plan) reveals visual 
prominence of this site.  Any structure properly 
designed for the site will attain “landmark” signifi-
cance without destroying the natural landform.  The 
Visitor Center is the beginning point, ending point, Main level floor plan
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Greer Island & Canoe Launch

Loop Road & CCC Picnic Area

Large Rental Pavilion

Lakeland Addition

and exchange point for most of the activities relevant 
to the FWNC&R visitor. Therefore, the landmark 
prominence of the visitor center establishes a visual 
reference and element of identity that is needed by 
the visitor in order to make use of this facility.  In 
order to enhance landmark significance of the visi-
tor center, the design should be organized around a 
tower form that has the shape, height, and recognition 
potential to become a powerful landmark.  Externally 
the tower form is a landmark; internally the tower 
form is the means of vertical circulation through 
the visitor center building.  Vertical circulation also 
allows the tower form to serve as a viewing platform 
from which the entire nature center can be seen and 
understood.  This is a compelling way to tell the story 
and create a marketing identity for the FWNC&R. 

The Visitor Center becomes the program-
ming hub for activities at the FWNC&R.  It should 
house exhibits, classrooms, meeting space, and 
other functions that support the vision of the site.  
The Visitor Center will act as the main building 
within a small campus of functions.  These func-
tions might include other administration offices, and 
a small auxiliary retail point for snacks, film, etc. for 
people who are not going to the Visitor Center. This 
area could also act as a rental station for binoculars, 
bicycles, etc.  These design considerations should be 
acknowledged when an actual facility is constructed.  
Although designs may change to meet specific needs, 
the intent and character should be in keeping with 
the landform.  All architectural elements constructed 
from this point forward should be of a very high 
caliber of design in order to provide quality facilities, 
but also create signature statements that speak to one 
another across the site.

 Currently, there are remnants of a path in 
existence from Lone Point down to the lake edge.  
When the Visitor Center is established, this trail 
should tie into it and end at a new canoe launch area 
at the bottom of the 80’ grade change.  This canoe 

launch would provide a boardwalk link to Greer 
Island.  Greer Island sits in a marsh off the main 
water flow of the river and down hill from Lone 
Point.    A pedestrian trail will start at the canoe 
launch and loop to the island, across a levee, and 
back to the entry drive.  There are various trails 
that wind through the island that should be used as 
teaching tools.  The majority of the island is made 
of Bottomland Hardwoods and Cross Timbers.  The 
Canoe Launch is positioned to take advantage of the 
oxbow that is created between the Greer Island Levee 
and the waterfowl marsh.  This creates the perfect 
environment for contained canoeing events without 
disturbing the remainder of the waterway ecosys-
tems.  Events would continue such as the Youth 
Camps, guided canoe tours or a simple family picnic 
lunch outing to the island.  In keeping with the nature 
center mission of preservation, no motorized boats 
would be allowed within the FWNC&R boundary; 
however, fishing on a catch and release basis would 
be permissible.  Children, particularly will be mysti-
fied with an island experience, so interpretive oppor-
tunities should be handled in a playful way that is 
friendly to youth.

 The circulation beyond the Visitor Center 
follows the model which established the vehicular 
flow as a one-way loop road.  Along this road are the 
nodes or trailheads at each interpretive station.

Running parallel to the loop road is a paved 
bicycle path.  The introduction of bicycles onto the 
site should be in a controlled fashion and only on 
designated paved bicycle trails.  Interior solutions 
until these trails are built would be to paint a striped 
bicycle lane onto the one-way loop road.

The first stop along the one-way loop road 
would be at the Historical CCC Broadview area.  
This area is a historic site of interest due to the CCC 
structures that date back to 1935.  Many of the struc-
tures have suffered from weathering as well as van-
dalism; however, restoring the buildings would pro-

 In addition to the picnic pavilions, the 
master plan suggests a future large rental pavilion.  
This large rental pavilion is located off the main loop 
road on the way to the lotic waterfowl exhibit.  The 
open-air style or closed pavilion sits on the hill off to 
the left.  The facility could house a series of events 
such as community meetings, family reunions, com-
pany gatherings, small performances, or interpretive 
educational programs.  Besides providing additional 
function space, this type of facility generates revenue 
for the FWNC&R.

vide a great asset to the FWNC&R.  The land the 
CCC Picnic Area sits upon overlooks a large part of 
the water and Greer Island.  At this area, the master 
plan vision entails the renovation of the current struc-
ture into a full-fledged usable picnic pavilion with the 
future addition of two more clusters of picnic areas.  
In all types of public facilities, these open air cov-
ered pavilions get very high use and become popular 
rental facilities.  The architectural style of the new 
additions should be in keeping with the historical ele-
ments.

 
 The Lakeland Addition is an existing com-
munity located inside the boundary of the Fort Worth 
Nature Center & Refuge.    The long-term vision 
would be for the City of Fort Worth to acquire as 
much of the Lakeland Addition as possible. This 
would allow for the FWNC&R to be one contiguous 
piece of property. Until that time, the Lakeland Addi-
tion is to be treated similar to a gated community.  
The Parks and Community Services Department has 
proceeded to acquire property in the Lakeland Addi-
tion to add to the Nature Center, but it is the PACS 
Department policy to only acquire property in the 
area from those willing to sell.
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“It’s so frustrating that Fort Worth has a huge asset at the nature center and it is 
not being used the way it should.”
Doug Harmon, President of the Fort Worth Convention & Visitors Bureau

 The waterfowl area is one of the first major 
stops off the loop road and it is the first habitat exhibit 
one encounters at the FWNC&R.  Based on an active 
area of the river, the term Lotic is a derivative taken 
from the meaning ‘flowing water’, providing a haven 
for many types of birds which differ from species 
found in other aquatic areas of the site.  The Fort 
Worth Nature Center and Refuge is currently ranked 
in the top 10 for prominent birding spots in the state 
of Texas.  The intent of this exhibit is to help provide 
the public with information about birding.  Located 
within the Waterfowl Exhibit will be 6 bird blinds 
which enable a group of people to get an up close and 
personal look at various species of birds.  There will 
be 2-5 family size blinds.  This particular type will 
hold approximately five people and will be tucked 
into the shoreline vegetation to be as discrete and 
hidden as possible.  In addition to these, there will 
be one large bird blind that can hold 20 – 25 people 
for classroom use.  This blind will be located close to 
the water for maximum observation.  There will be 
interpretive graphics located within each bird blind 
that will provide information on bird species, habitat, 
and plant material. 

Waterfowl Blinds

Waterfowl Blinds Exhibit

Examples from the Waterfowl exhibit and the Environmental Learning Center
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Bison Range 

Environmental Learning Center

 A significant change in the bison habitat 
exhibit at the FWNC&R is to increase the size of 
their range from 55 to approx. 275 acres.  The phi-
losophy behind this approach is to establish the herd 
as a true land management tool much as they used to 
do naturally across the plains of the U.S.  By increas-
ing the range to this size with built-in grazing cells, 
the staff can rotate the herd in order to manage this 
part of the site.  Because the herd would be over a 
larger portion of the site, additional viewing stations 
are necessary to ensure visitors get this experience.  
There are four bison range viewing stations located 
off the loop road.  Three of the viewing stations are 
small pull-offs located alongside the road for a short 
visit.    The main viewing station is located toward 

the end of the loop road and includes an overview 
of the bison and their habitat as well as a homestead 
exhibit.

 The Environmental Learning Center (ELC) 
at the Nature Center is located off Ten Mile Bridge 
Road at the location of the old YWCA campsite.  The 
ELC is designed to be a large group overnight facility 
including but not limited too:  corporate groups, non-
profit groups, boy scouts, and girl scouts. The facility 
can park approximately 50 cars.  The primary build-
ing structures would consist of a Main Lodge and 4 
Cabins.  The Main Lodge would house large meeting 
areas as well as a multipurpose room, kitchen, and 
restrooms.  The Cabins would accommodate 35-40 

people with restroom and shower facilities.  All of 
these buildings would be new construction at the site, 
as the only existing structures are concrete slabs and 
remnants of an old chimney.  At the ELC emphasis 
would be placed on outdoor recreational activities; 
a few of these would include:  hiking trails, canoe 
launch, high and low ropes course, pavilions to be 
used for outdoor educational space, and additional 
open space for group activities.   The hiking trail 
would also connect into the main trail system of the 
Nature Center.  This would allow those staying at the 
Environmental Learning Center to access the facili-
ties and exhibits at the Nature Center.

Environmental Learning Center

Location Map
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Proposed Bike Trail
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 The Prairie Dog Village is located off a trail 
that begins at the bend in the road leading to the 
Hardwicke Research and Restoration Center.  The 
town is only accessible by foot traffic; no vehicular 
traffic.  The prairie dogs were established in this area 
by the Nature Center staff; however, they roam freely 
as fences do not contain them.  The master plan 
proposes to leave the village location as is, but to 
increase the amount of interpretive graphics as well 
as improve the design of the viewing opportunities 
without disrupting the colony. 

The prairies of the Fort Worth Nature Center 
and Refuge include a few original sites as well as 
restored sites where the plants and animals native to 
the local prairies can thrive.  Maintenance and resto-
ration of the sites require ongoing management.  The 
techniques used to maintain these areas range from 
hand-planting native grasses and hand-pulling inva-
sive species to prescribed burning. The Tall Grass 
Prairie adjacent to the Hardwicke Center is one of 
the restored areas. Additional restoration sites within 
the FWNC&R should be identified and utilized for 
educational purposes to the public. 

 The Hardwicke is the existing Visitor Center 
located at the Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge.
he Hardwicke is currently an area of study and inter-
pretation of a variety of wildlife and ecological zones 
including: an aquatic division, restoration develop-
ment for prairies, cross timbers, caprock and other 
geological areas, preservation of existing habitats, 
and maintaining wildlife diversity. The intent of this 
facility should be to increase the educational level of 
study as well as provide additional services for the 
surrounding areas.In the future with the addition of 
a new Visitor Center, the Hardwicke should act as 

Prairie Dog Village

Tall Grass Prairie

Hardwicke Research & 
Restoration Center

Imagery from the Hardwicke Research & Restoration Center and the Alice Ashley Camp.
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Alice Ashley Environmental 
Education Camp

... a well balanced Master Plan that recognizes the importance of pure preservation...”
Bill Meadows, Nature Center Endowment  Committee

Bottomland Hardwoodsa scientific library not only for the public but spe-
cifically for the associated industry based disciplines.  
Affiliations with other organizations, such as BRIT, 
would be encouraged to be a part of this expanded 
facility.  The Hardwicke also serves as an animal 
education center, and consistently maintains a green-
house development for native indigenous materials.  
The facility would also be a prime home base for 
possible interns in the study of the environment and 
ecology. 

Western Cross Timbers Savanna
 The Western Cross Timbers Savanna is grass-
land containing minimal trees scattered in places.  
One of the prominent areas to find the Savanna is 
near the Alice Ashley Camp.

 The Alice Ashley Camp is located near a 
Riparian wetland forest. The area is located in close 
proximity to many diverse habitats from water, to 
forest cover, to open land.  This provides many tran-
sition zones and a great opportunity for observing 
wildlife.  The Savannah and Bottomland Hardwood 
area is known for birding, as well as sightings of fox 
and bobcats.  Parking for approximately 20 cars and 3 
buses will be provided, however; this is not intended 
to be a destination for the general public.  The intent 
of Alice Ashley camp is for staff and guided group 
use.  The facilities consist of a Grand Hall or Eco-
Lab for 120 students or a teacher training facility.  
Overnight camping will be provided for 30 students 
located in tent/ yurt style housing.  A Main Lodge 
consisting of kitchen facilities, a meeting room, bath-

rooms and a campfire area.  The hiking trails from 
the Camp area lead to a small dock located down by 
the water and connects into the Nature Center Trails 
allowing immediate access to the Hardwicke Center 
and the Lotus Marsh for further educational opportu-
nities.

 This region is a very large area and includes 
all of the Bottomland Hardwoods, Closed Canopy 
Cross Timbers and Post Oak Savanna habitat to the 
north of the open water along the base of the Lime-
stone Ledge and Lotus Marsh. The area also includes 
Todd Island which is primarily sandy soils and sup-
ports the ancient Cross Timbers Forest.  Many sea-

Alice Ashley Environmental Education Camp
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“ Human subtlety will never devise an invention more beautiful, more simple or more direct 
than does Nature, because in her inventions, nothing is lacking and nothing is superfluous.“

Leonardo da Vinci

sonal water sloughs and ditches also occur in this 
area.  The predominant habitats are in succession 
from former pasturelands; however, a secondary 
habitat is an annual flood zone along the water’s 
edge.  There is an existing cleared path that allows 
for limited four-wheel drive truck access.  Interpre-
tive graphics should be added to portray the charac-
teristics of this habitat.

 The Lotus Marsh Exhibit consists of the cur-
rent area known as the Boardwalk.  This area’s signif-
icant environment is based on a lentic water system.  
The term lentic comes from a derivative meaning 
“still water.”  The Lotus Marsh is the perfect zone 
for aquatic programming as many types of aquatic 
life thrive amongst the lotus.  As you approach the 
area enough parking will be provided for 30 cars and 
3 buses.  A drop-off and loading zone will make it 
convenient for large groups.  Once approaching the 
water’s edge there are two directions to follow. To 
the left is the large boardwalk with pavilion.  This 
boardwalk stretches across the river and terminates 
at a viewing pavilion.  The trail system on Todd 
Island is accessible at this point for ‘members only’ 
or staff guided group tours.  To the right is a smaller 
and more intricate boardwalk system designed for 
the classroom programming of the exhibit.  At vari-
ous places along the route are floating docks, in order 
to get closer to the water.  Off the same path is an 
amphitheater for 30-50 people, particularly school 
groups. The amphitheater contains a small stage for 
demonstration purposes as well as restrooms and 
a storage facility for equipment. The entire exhibit 
would also contain interpretive signage and graph-
ics to help educate people about the area and envi-

Lotus Marsh Exhibit

Examples from the Lotus Marsh exhibit and Todd Island.
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Reclamation/ Demonstration 
Exhibit

Archaeological Exhibit

ronment.   Explanations would be provided for the 
marsh, river/lake, aquatic plants, and human inter-
vention in the ecosystem.  In addition to the board-
walk stretching over to Todd Island and the Ancient 
Cross Timbers Forest, other trails lead to the Alice 
Ashley Camp and to the Archeological Interpretive 
zone.

Todd Island & the Ancient 
Cross Timbers Forest
 The area of Todd Island contains much his-
torical value especially in reference to the Cross Tim-
bers Forest, which sustains trees from 250-300 years 
old.  The intent is for the area to remain as natural and 
free from man’s influence as it is today.  A few primi-
tive trails wind through the area; however, these are 
only meant for the tellers, teachers & outdoor actives. 

Only naturalists and select members of the FWNCR 
are likely to venture due to its remoteness.  Previous 
scientific studies have been conducted in the Cross 
Timbers Forest and range from studies of ecology to 
arachnids.  Although not every visitor will want to 
access to this zone, educational materials about its 
unique value should be readily available.

 The Archaeological Interpretive Zone is the 
next stop on the trail system from the Lotus Marsh 
Exhibit.  This exhibit is designed to provide the 
public with information regarding archaeological 
digs and the appropriate way to approach historical 
artifacts.  This is an area of the site where human 
influence on the land can be interpreted through 
discussion about what archaeological digs prove to 

later generations.  Since over 10,000 objects have 
been found at the FWNC&R, it is important to edu-
cate the public about what these things are, and what 
historical information they provide.  Due to the sensi-
tive nature of the archaeological digs, the only access 
to this area is by foot trails.  There is no vehicular 
access.  Some of the zones within the Archaeological 
Interpretive Zone have limited access and are only 
accessible by staff guided tours.

 Following the trail system from the Lotus 
Marsh Exhibit you will reach the Reclamation/ 
Demonstration Area.  This area is designed to teach 
the public about the restoration of land and vegeta-
tion that has been disturbed by man such as the old 
quarries.  This site is similar to the Archeological 
Interpretive Zone as the only access to this area is by 
foot trails since regular vehicular traffic could further 
deteriorate the land that is being reclaimed.  Some of 
the areas have limited access and are only accessible 
by staff guided tours.

Preliminary Sketch of educational/interactive dock at the boardwalk exhibit
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 The last habitat stop on the loop road is the 
Bison Range and Homestead Settlement.  There are 
currently 6 bison roaming 55 acres of land.  The 
intent of the new bison range is to expand the land 
area and triple the head count of the herd.  Bison are 
considered nomadic animals.  A bison herd can be 
used as a land management tool by providing dif-
ferent grazing cells for them to roam and various 
bison viewing stations would accompany the range.  
Visitors would experience the herd not only from the 
viewing stations but also by driving along side the 
range and experiencing the habitat first hand.  The 
main bison viewing station would consist of an ele-
vated platform to provide an unobstructed view of the 
herd.  Interpretive graphics and signs would provide 
information about the bison such as the history of 
the animal, food sources, and habitat.  In addition to 
the Bison Range is the Homestead Settlement.  This 
exhibit is to demonstrate the historical sequences that 
took place on the land many years ago. Demonstra-
tions would include: food cultivation, land manage-
ment, and housing from the period in time the Nature 
Center intends to represent.

Bison Range Viewing Station/ 
Homestead Exhibit

Bison Sculpture ( Photo 
Opportunity )
 The last encounter on the loop road is a  
larger than life size Bison Sculpture, which acts as 
a photo opportunity for the visitors.  This allows the 
visitors to take a memory home with them and lets 
them know they have reached the end of the tour.  
Here, the visitor has a choice of going back around 
the entire loop road again or proceeding back toward 
the visitor center and exit gate.  The typical visi-
tor might stop to use the restroom, return a piece of 
rental equipment, or pick up literature about future  
events.

Bison Range Viewing Station & Homestead Exhibit

Images of the area around the Bison Range and Homestead Exhibit.
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Preliminary Sketch of Bison Viewing Station

Supporting Infrastructure
 In order to create and sustain these exhibits, 
much consideration needs to be placed on the sup-
porting infrastructure of the site.  The first element 
would be the road system.  The loop road is proposed 
to be a one-way loop system approximately 15 feet 
wide with intentions of utilizing existing roads where 
possible.  This will help minimize additional paving 
throughout the site.  The Entry/Exit gate provides a 
service not only to collect entrance fees to generate 
funding for the FWNC&R but to assist in providing 
directional information to the visitor.  Another impor-
tant element would be restroom facilities.  Compost-
ing toilets would be located at three areas around the 
site: the CCC Picnic area (Broadview), the Board-
walk, and the Bison Viewing and Settlement Exhibit.  
Additional restrooms would be provided at the pro-
posed Visitor Center and the Hardwicke Research 
and Restoration Center (which currently exist).  A 

Bison Barn currently located on the site will continue 
to support the herd and range.  In addition, a Main-
tenance facility will be relocated in order to provide 
service to areas of the site. 

Changes in Operation
 The exhibits for the FWNC&R provide 
a wide range of activities from recreation such as 
canoeing and biking to nature based education oppor-
tunities.  The expansion of facilities to provide these 
opportunities will be a phased endeavor. However, 
with the addition of these exhibits, many changes in 
the operation and governance of the center should 
occur.  One specific element would be the hours 
of operation.  Currently the Nature Center is open 
from 9am to 5pm.  The master plan proposes that the 
FWNC&R should be open from sun-up to sun-down 
for maximum visitor use.  But changes such as this 

require additional staffing which leads to a domino 
effect of needing additional funding and operating 
budgets.  The following section addresses a plan of 
action for accommodating these changes.
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The implementation of this master plan is 
intended to expand over multiple decades.  We cannot 
change the backbone of a system overnight.  In order 
to expand the quality and educational content of the 
visitor experience, the new components of the master 
plan (visitor center, exhibits, etc.) have been out-
lined into a phased cost of construction for all future 
improvements.  Much of the funding required for 
these improvements will be generated from a combi-
nation of bond programs, matching grants, and capi-
tal campaigns.  The budget has been categorized in 
the following phases:

Priority 1 – Pre-building Clean-up (Thru-2004 time-
frame)
	 Acquire land within Lakeland Addition as it 

becomes available.
	 Complete resource studies pertaining to future 

exhibit development.
	 Develop guidelines for surrounding land use.
	 Provide new entrance signage.
	 Install a new temporary way-finding and inter-

pretive graphics.
	 Implement temporary gating system with non-

staffed fee collection device.
	 Convert roadway system to one-way.
	 Introduce composting toilets.
	 Provide new site furnishings.
	 Demolish old fencing and un-used buildings.
	 Restore Broadview CCC Pavilion.

Priority 2 – Wildlife Exhibits (2004 & 2008 bond 
elections)
	 Continue acquiring land within Lakeland Addi-

tion as it becomes available.
	 Implement phase I of loop road.
	 Add new paved bicycle trails.
	 Add new waterfowl exhibit.
	 Add new upgraded facilities at Lotus Marsh 

Exhibit.
	 Expand bison range w/ additional viewing sta-

tions.
	 Upgrade facilities at Prairie Dog Exhibit.

Priority 3 – Visitor Center Campaign (2012 bond 
election)
	 Continue acquiring land within Lakeland Addi-

tion as it becomes available
	 Add segments of loop road.
	 Add new paved bicycle trails.
	 Add new entry / ticket gate building.
	 Add new entry drives and parking lot for 200 cars 

with bio-filtration device for run off.
	 Grading and general landscape improvements / 

restoration of disturbed areas.
	 New Visitor Center (33,000 sf).
	 New Maintenance Facility (50,000 sf).
	 New Native Wildscape Demonstration Gardens.
	 New interpretive graphics program.
	 New walkways and site furnishings.
	 Extension of site utilities to new facilities.

Priority 4 – Additional Exhibits (2016, 2020, 2024, 
and 2028 bond elections or as funding is available)
	 Continue acquiring land within Lakeland Addi-

tion as it becomes available.
	 Removal of existing paving not needed for one-

way loop road.
	 Refurbished trail access to lake edge.
	 New canoe launch area at lake edge.
	 New Greer Island exhibit.
	 New Picnic pavilions at Broadview.
	 New Environmental Education Camp with eco-

labs, pavilion, and small group overnight camp-
ing facilities for staff guided groups.

	 New archeology/ reclamation exhibit.
	 New homestead settlement exhibit.
	 New photo opportunity (bison sculptures).

Priority 5 – Woodland Pavilion, Administrative Build-
ings, & Hardwicke Restoration 
	 New administration building (up to 30,000 sf).
	 New Living Machine Greenhouse.
	 New hanging bridge connection between bldgs.
	 New large rental pavilion with parking, graphics, 

and composting toilets.
	 Refurbish Hardwicke Building (timeframe is as 

needed or as funding is available).

Priority 6 – Environmental Learning Center 
	 New lodges, overnight dormitories, teaching 

labs, meeting rooms, parking lot, trails, etc. 
(timeframe is as partnerships are developed or as 
funding is available).
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 In order to fund for future improvements, it 
is essential to take into consideration the following 
items.

Nature Center attendance projections are pre-
pared primarily in order to estimate operating rev-
enue.  These projections are approximations, and 
should be viewed as working figures that allow prep-
aration of preliminary operating budgets.  Since many 
factors will affect actual Center attendance – the pace 
and type of capital investments, marketing programs, 
scheduling of special events, and outside economic 
factors, to name a few – these figures should not be 
considered firm forecasts.  Rather, they are useful 
estimates that can be made at this point in time, based 
on the information available, which, in turn, allow us 
to present well-founded and consistent financial sce-
narios for future Center operations.  

Current 2003 attendance numbers for the 
nature center are approximately 35,000-40,000 per 
year at the visitor center, including school groups.  A 
number of other visitors come onto the site without 
ever stopping at the visitor center.  Car counts aver-
age a range of 100,000 – 200,000 visitors a year on 
the site.

It is anticipated that the Center will develop 
an active membership program, so as to encourage 
both educational and recreational use of the site.  
Accordingly, the site will feature recreational ame-
nities that will attract membership and repeated 
member visits.  These recreational amenities will be 
superior to those offered by many other recreation 
sites in the area, and will include high quality bicycle 
paths, trails, shoreline facilities, boardwalks, canoe-
ing, birding and other wildlife viewing, and locations 
for picnics (in addition to the group rental pavilions, 
which will be reserved for group use).  

The current membership of the Friends group 
is about 350.  Members are expected to grow to 2,000 
by the year 2008 and to a count of 4,000 by 2015, 
with an average annual use of five visits per member.  
These membership levels are similar to those that cur-
rently exist for Fossil Rim and the Audubon Nature 
Center.  Table III-4 shows anticipated annual member 
attendance (in terms of person visits), and the associ-
ated annual member revenue.

Membership

Preliminary Operating Budget

Attendance

This budget is intended to illustrate how the 

Center can operate financially, given a specified level 
of facility and program development.  In particular, 
the budget indicates the revenue that will be nec-
essary, and includes a distribution of this revenue 
among the likely sources that will be available.

Budget figures are provided for the three 
points in time for which attendance projections are 
presented in Chapter III.  The first point in time – 
2004 – will occur prior to any substantial construc-

tion at the Center, but after some initial upgrading 
can be completed.  The Center, at this time, will 
be similar in many respects to its current form, but 
enhanced in order to begin the process of redevel-
opment.  In particular, it is assumed that the Center 
has constructed an entrance control structure and will 
begin collecting initial admission fees of $2 per adult 
and $1 per child.  The entrance fees should increase 
in relation to the addition/renovation of the facilities. 
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Staff

Governance

The second point in time – 2008 – represents 
a point in Center development when attendance is 
growing on the basis of new buildings and exhibits, 
as well as emerging educational and other programs.  
The third budget – for 2015 – represents a time when 
the Center is more fully developed, although not nec-
essarily yet to its full potential.  

The current annual operating budget of the 
nature center totals about $339,000.  Of this amount 
about $286,000 is dedicated toward staff salaries 
with the remainder for operating costs.  To date, the 
Friends group provides about $30,000 toward the 
overall budget.

The cost of staff is the single largest budget item 
and is treated separately here.  When considering 
staffing commitments, as well as budget expenditures 
overall, it is important to keep in mind that Center 
staff and other expenditures will grow only as funds 
become available.  

Operating staff for 2004 totals 19 people (cur-
rent 2003 full time staff is 7), not including con-
struction and other staff, if the Center is still under 
development at that time.  This substantial increase 
from current staff levels assumes that proposed pro-
gram improvement support becomes available and 
the associated enhancements in programs can be 
implemented.  The total salary expense for this staff 
is $593,000 per year, represented in 2003 dollars.  
The cost of employment taxes and fringe benefits is 
not included in these figures.

Operating staff for 2008 grows to 30 and a total 
staff budget of $979,000.  A substantial volunteer 
force is still envisioned for maintenance, retail, spe-
cial event and other functions for which volunteers 
are suitable.  

Staff for 2015 increase further to a total of 50, 
representing a staff budget of about $1.5 million.  
This compares to current staffing for Fossil Rim of 
76 and their current operating budget.

A preliminary operating budget for the three 
points in time appears in Table IV-2.  The revenue 
amounts for “Other Revenue” have been adjusted 
to show revenues necessary to produce a balanced 
budget.  Other conventions include:

•	 Taxes and fringe benefits are assumed to be 26% 
of staff salaries.

•	 Retail sales represent gross amounts; the cost of 
sales is shown as an expense item.

•	 Staff costs are assumed to be approximately 85% 

of the Center’s budget, based on the current expe-
rience and comparisons to other facilities. 

Staff costs and revenues from various education, 
event and other programming were estimated using 
appropriate projections of employees, levels of activ-
ity, prices and other factors.

During 2004, the Center will increase its revenue 
collection substantially above current levels, generat-
ing nearly a quarter of its operational revenue from 
sources such as admissions, retail sales, memberships 
and event/donation sources.  The remaining revenue 
would be provided from the City, sources, as at pres-
ent.

By 2008, revenue will have increased substan-
tially due to increased attendance, additional pro-
gram and rental revenue, and increased income from 
endowment and other sources.  Although “other“ rev-
enue remains at $750,000, at this point this amount 
represents less than half of all revenue.

Projecting to 2015, revenue from “other” sources 
remains at the same level, but a substantial portion of 
additional revenue is from earned income (entry fees, 
facility and equipment rentals) and event/donation 
sources.  At this point, City support represents about 
30% of total operating costs.

Conclusions

Based on the needs for increased funding 
support and generation, the need exists for a re-eval-
uation of the governing structure of the nature center.  
Upon increase of non-city funds, the nature center 
should be operated by a governing board similar to 
the management of the Fort Worth Zoo.  The Friends 
membership should migrate toward a strong volun-
teer pool for the facility, since this group provides a 
significant basis of the programming support. 

The analysis indicates that a market exists for 
the proposed enhancements to the Fort Worth Nature 
Center, based on the following factors:

•	 The Center has received substantial support to-
date from local government, business interests 
and individuals, and should continue to represent 
a desirable addition to the City of Fort Worth.

•	 An attendance projection, based on capture rates 
and use levels that typify nature centers and a 
variety of other related facilities such as the one 
proposed, indicates that attendance can be about 
94,000 by 2008, rising to over 220,000 by 2015.  

Conditions for Success

A substantial portion of this attendance is due to 
nature based recreation activity and events atten-
dance at the FWNC&R.

The size of the fundraising requirements during 
the early years of the project indicate that a detailed 
pro-forma financial analysis should be prepared as 
part of the facility design process.  This analysis 
would show the annual cash flow for the facility, and 
in particular, specify the annual and cumulative cash 
requirements that will be necessary to cover con-
struction, startup and initial operations.  

In order to meet attendance and budget projec-
tions that appear in this report, it will be necessary for 
the Center to satisfy a number of assumptions regard-
ing its facility and programs.  These assumptions rep-
resent important operating goals for the facility and 
should guide its development, organization and man-
agement for the next decade.

•	 The preliminary operating budgets show a sub-
stantial need for and increasing City budget sup-
port, as well as support from private grant, dona-
tion, sponsorship and event sources; the need 
for revenue from these sources diminishes as 
the Center grows and its potential for gate, 
event, space rental, retail, and program income 
increases.

•	 Establish a particularly appealing, well-orga-
nized and high quality facility that represents the 
resources of Texas and the Fort Worth region, 
and which provides high quality educational and 
recreational programming that appeals to resi-
dents of the entire Metroplex.

•	 Establish educational programs that appeal in 
particular to youth and to those 50 and older.

•	 Provide venues for a variety of on-site events that 
will help generate operating revenue for the facil-
ity; provide staff and other services that position 
the Center as a high quality venue in the Metro-
plex region.

•	 Provide consistent, careful management for the 
land, the Visitor Center, and its programs.

•	 Market the facility well, both locally and region-
ally; establish partnerships locally and regionally 
in order to enhance the use of the Center as an 
event, educational and recreational destination.

•	 Establish good working relationships with local 
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and regional community organizations, govern-
ment units, destination marketing organizations, 
universities and other educational institutions, 
business and economic development organiza-
tions, environmental organizations, the nursery 
and landscape business community, and orga-
nizations with specific animal, plant and other 
interests.

•	 Establish an endowment of at least $2 million, 
growing to $3 million by 2015; draw no more 
than 5% per year from this fund for operating 
purposes.

•	 Meet the projections that appear in this document 
for grant, donation, special event and related 
fundraising.

Budgets are based on minimum assumptions.  Recommendations would be in favor of higher endowment values.

Table IV-2
Preliminary Operating Budget
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Although this master plan process encompassed over a year of study, debate, public input, and deci-
sion making, it is a miniscule timeframe in the big picture of the plan.  Decades of history have 
shaped the Fort Worth Nature Center and Refuge to date, and centuries into the future we will still 
strive for the balance between human intervention and nature.  We must keep in mind that the docu-
mentation of our vision is only a milestone that designates the beginning of an action plan.

Budgets are based on minimum assumptions.  Recommendations would be in favor of higher endowment values.
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Fort Worth Nature Center Staff
Wayne Clark, Director
Rob Denkhaus
Suzanne Tuttle
Anne Bachelder
Curtis Bowman
Ken Seleske
Laura Juarez

Friends of the FWNC Board
Doug Myres, President
Bill Richerson, Executive Director
Bill Meadows
Greg Fox
Jean Fox
Sue Haynes
Marsha McLaughlin

Design Team
Tary Arterburn, MESA Design Group
Robin McCaffrey, MESA Design Group
Sandra M. Bolain, MESA Design Group 
Alisha H. Smith, MESA Design Group
Becca Hanson, The Portico Group
Paul Sorenson, The Portico Group
Gregory Tickle, Lopez Garcia Group  
Rebecca Procter, Lopez Garcia Group
Melinda L. Clary, Lopez Garcia Group
Diane H. Cowin, Lopez Garcia Group
Dean Runyan, Dean Runyan Associates

Appendix 
The following sessions and their contents are documented 
in the appendix of this publication.  Some of the docu-
ments include:  meeting minutes, maps, reports, power-
point presentations, financial analysis, graphic drawings, 
and images of the FWNC&R.  This information is avail-
able from the Fort Worth Parks and Community Services 
Department.  

Workshop #1 –  (Nov. 2001)
Workshop #2 –  (Feb. 2002)
Public Meeting – (Feb. 2002)
Workshop #3 –  (April 2002)
Workshop #4 –  Site visit (May 2002)
Public Meeting -  (May 2002)
Workshop #5 –  (July 2002)

The City of Fort Worth Parks and Community Services 
would like to thank the countless people who have dedi-
cated time and effort to the Fort Worth Nature Center & 
Refuge.  It is their continued support and volunteerism that 
has brought about the completion of this plan, which will 
lead us into the future.
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